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Abstract
The United States' early history was marked by two periods of religious revival
called "Great Awakenings."

Beginning in the early n ineteenth century grassroots

Christian denominations began growing, mostly out of the Northeast, and spread
throughout the country as land began to open in the West.

This paper expands the

historiography of the South during the Second Great Awakening.
discussion the

interaction

of two

important urban

organizations of the Second Great Awakening.

areas

It adds to the broader

with the

churches

and

Most importantly it attempts to explain

the discrepancy between explosive population and economic growth with the slow
development of religious institutions.
When the Second Great Awakening first entered Mississippi, both Natchez and
Vicksburg were in the nascent stages of development, as was the religious movement.
The continuity of development between the cities and the religious movement offer an
alternative story of how the Second Great Awakening impacted frontier portions of the
United States, particularly those that were urban. This study looks at the subject partially
from the perspective o f organizational decision making to gain an understanding o f how
the churches and institutions of the Second Great Awakening attempted to expand their
influence into Natchez and Vicksburg. Furthermore, it focuses on the tension between
the

priorities

of growing

urban

areas,

and

those

of evangelical

churches

and

organizations.
This study o f Natchez and Vicksburg, Mississippi argues that despite the
sameness of the institutional actors in the Second Great Awakening, place and local
culture strongly affected the success of the national religious movement.

Dedicated to my wife, Amy.
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Chapter I
Introduction

The United States' early history was marked by two periods of religious revival
called "Great Awakenings."

They occurred about one hundred years apart during the

colonial and antebellum periods of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The Second
Great Awakening of the nineteenth century has been argued to have had a profound effect
on the history of the United States, particularly as one of the precipitating causes of the
Civil

War.

1

Beginning

in

the

early

nineteenth

century

grassroots

Christian

denominations began growing, mostly out of the Northeast, and spread throughout the
country as land began to open in the West.

Congregational churches spread from

Pennsylvania and New England west into Ohio and beyond into the Midwest.

The

nascent Mormon Church, meanwhile, quickly moved from New York through Ohio to
Illinois, Missouri, and finally pressing on until its followers found the Promised Land in
Utah.

In addition to moving westward, many of the new American denominations also

spread into the South following the American Revolution, particularly the Baptists,
Presbyterians and Methodists. The traditional Christian denomination in that region, the
Anglican Church, had been decimated by the war for independence, as many of the
ministers fled back to England, or into Canada.
Methodists moved into the region to fill the void.

The Baptists, Presbyterians and
As the lands west of the Colonial

South opened up for settlement, those migrating brought their religious convictions to the
new lands.

1

Historian Robert M. Calhoon has found evidence of tension between Southern slaveholders and

evangelicals as early as the 1740s when George Whitfield, a Methodist minister, criticized the practice of .
slavery and argued that it was akin to paganism. Robert M. Calhoon, Evangelicals and Conservatives in
the Early South, 1740-1861 (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1988), 22-23.

:f
I

In addition to the spread of new Christian denominations, the Second Great
Awakening also saw the birth of what historians have called a benevolent empire, a vast
network of voluntary associations, closely related to evangelical churches, with the aim
of reshaping society toward Christian ends. These voluntary associations took different
organizational forms, some national in their scope while others remained local efforts.
Like the spread of evangelical churches, national benevolence organizations spread from
the Northeast, especially New York and Philadelphia.
However, not all areas experienced the high levels of religious fervor that
accompanied the Second Great A wakening. In the case of Mississippi there was a ruralurban disconnect in the level of religious enthusiasm experienced during the Second
Great Awakening. Historian Randy Sparks has shown that Mississippi did not go without
feeling the effects of the Second Great Awakening.

Beginning at the tum of the

nineteenth century the rural areas surrounding Natchez began to establish evangelical
churches with strong roots in the communities, and as the upcountry areas of the territory
and later state began to open for settlement these areas also quickly established a deep
religious culture. However his study On Jordan's Stormy Banks is focused on the rural
upcountry of Mississippi, making little mention of the two major cities, Natchez and
Vicksburg, both commercial and cultural centers during the antebellum period.

The

purpose of this study is to discover how these two cities experienced the Second Great
Awakening. How qu ickly were churches established in these towns, and to what extent
did the citizenry engage with and join voluntary associations with religious and reform
ends?

What is ultimately discovered is that Natchez and Vicksburg were largely
untouched and unaffected by the Second Great Awakening.

Due to organizational

decisions made by evangelical institutions and the socio-economic structures of the cities,
churches and related organizations played little role in the cities' antebellum culture.
During the early frontier and territorial stages of development in Natchez and
Vicksburg, more evangelical denominations such as the Baptists, Congregationalists, and
Methodists were able to secure, for a time, a foothold on the region. However, as the
cities grew into important political, social, and commercial centers, the makeup of their
populations changed, bringing in people with more secular attitudes and pursuits, and
more education. This demographic shift benefited the more conservative denominations
such as the Presbyterian and Episcopal churches which drew their congregations from the
upper strata of the socio-economic spectrum.

Historian Margaret DeChamps Moore

argues that as late as 1860 a rural versus urban dynamic impacted the spread of religion:
"Methodists, Presbyterians and Episcopalians worked chiefly in towns and villages but
Baptists preferred to form their congregations in the country where according to one of
their historians, people were more 'correct in their deportment' and not 'so advanced' in
their ideas."

2

J.H. Ingraham, a Northern traveler to Natchez, and author of The

Southwest by a Yankee, articulated this for the gentry of Natchez when he stated: "From
the earliest times the Presbyterian and Episcopal ministers, who had excellent educations,
were recognized as men of ability whose opinions were highly regarded."

2

3

Z. T. Leavell and T. J. Baily,A Complete History ofMississippi Baptists (2 volumes, Jackson,

MS: Unknown Publisher, 1904), volume I, 672; quotedin Moore, "Religion in Mississippi in 1860,"
Journal ofMississippi XXII, no. 4 (October 1960), 224.
3

J. H. Ingraham, The Southwest by a Yankee (New York: Unknown Publisher, 1835), 65-72,

quoted in Biographical and historical memoirs ofMississippi, embracing an authentic and comprehensive
account of the chief events in the history of the state and a record of the lives ofmany ofthe most worthy

3

- -
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There is a vast and lively historiography studying the four decades leading up to
the American Civil War, nearly all of which in some way touches on the period of revival
that began in the 1 820s. The Second Great Awakening alone gets much attention from
historians, sparking an energetic debate on what meaning can be taken from the
emergence of Evangelical Christianity, and the reform movements that grew from it. The
majority of work on the Second Great Awakening has focused on the evangelical impulse
of Northern missionary societies, the spread of American evangelical Christian
denominations from New York and Pennsylvania westward, and causal links to the Civil
War. Only recently have scholars of religious history begun to sti.idy evangelicalism and
its reform offshoots in the Southern United States . Using a variety of historiographical
methods including intellectual, political, and social history, historians have begun to
unravel the web of evangelical and benevolence societies in the South, finding Gregory
Holmes Singleton ' s assertion that our view of "organizations with a cluster of religious,
moral and social concerns must be seen primarily as a Northern phenomenon," requires
.

•

some rev1s10n.

4

Recent scholarship can be roughly broken down by period: those that begin their
studies in the eighteenth century and carry them through into the early nineteenth century
such as Robert

M.

Calhoon in

Southern Cross

by Christine Leigh Heyrman; and those beginning at what is traditionally

Evangelicals and Conservatives in the Early South

and

considered the outset of the Second Great Awakening, around 1 820, and continuing to

and illustrious families and individuals (Chicago : The Goodspeed Publishing Company, [1891]), 348-383,
quoted in Margaret DeChamps Moore, "Religion in Mississippi in 1860," 226 .
4

Gregory H. Singleton, ''Protestant Voluntary Organizations and the Shaping of Victorian

America," American

Quarterly, XXVII (December 1975), 549, quoted in John W. Quist, Restless
Visionaries: The Socia!Roots ofAntebellum Reform in Michigan and Alabam�aton Rouge, LA :

Louisiana State University Press, 199 8), 19-20 .

4

the sectional crisis preceding the Civil War.

Included among these are Southern

Evangelicals and the Social Order by Anne Loveland, Southern Enterprize by John
Kuykendall, and Restless Visionaries by John Quist. Although different in methodology,

·

there are several threads that tie all of these works together, the first of which is
continuity.

The continuity in Southern evangelicalism is actually the lack of continuity

within evangelical Christian denominations, Baptists, Methodists and Presbyterians.

1

Rather than being stringent and monolithic in their beliefs, Southern evangelicals allowed

I

I

for changes in the practices and ideologies of their respective denominations in order to
obtain and maintain their foothold in the region.

By doing so these denominations

thrived in the fertile soil of the antebellum South, eventually gaining recognition in a
region that became known as the "Bible Belt."

5

The second thread is the justification behind evangelicals' seemingly nebulous
ideology when it came to social and political movements.

5

Even as their congregations

Robert M. Calhoon, Evangelicals and Conservatives in the Early South,

1740-1860 (Columbia,

SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1988). Evangelicals and Conservatives combines traits from
intellectual and cultural history to explain the emergence of the evangelical spirit within the United States,
as illustrated through the two periods of"awakening" during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Calhoon posits that this form ofreligion was peculiarly fitting for the new nation as it brought together the
influences ofrepublican pluralism and conservative political action. Christine Leigh Heyerman, Southern

Cross: The Beginnings of the Bible Belt (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1997). In Southern Cross Heyerman
argues that the churches ofthe Second Great Awakening were not homogeneous in their beliefs across the
country, or even across the South. Rather, the evangelical denominations were less than rigid in their
ideology in order to fit within the social norms ofindividual places. John W. Kuykendall, Southern

Enetrprize: The Work of National Evangelical Societies in the Antebellum South (Westport, CT:
Greenwood Press, 1982). Kuykendall's study ofthe benevolent empire concludes that the high
expectations ofthe mostly Northern reform organizations had difficulty when they met with an intransigent
Southern culture. He further argues that the strength of the social and political institutions in the South had
transformed their churches began to do the same to national evangelical societies. Anne C. Loveland,

Southern Evangelicals and the Social Order, 1800-1860 (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University
Press, 1980). Loveland posits that while important to the cultural identity of adherents, evangelical
Christianity was not a monolithic force within southern society, but rather that evangelicalism evolved with
the social currents ofthe era, and on some issues found itself at odds with public opinion. John W. Quist,

Restless Visionaries: The Social Roots of Antebellum Reform in Alabama and Michigan (Baton Rouge, LA:
Louisiana State University Press, 1998). Quist compares the growth ofthe Second Great Awakening in
two communities, Tuscaloosa, Alabama in the South, and Ann Arbor, Michigan in the North. Quists
comparative study argues that there were more similarities than differences between Northern and Southern
Evangelicals, but that the slavery issue was too large to overcome.

I

5
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embraced social reform movements prevalent during the early nineteenth century, their
churches ignored many such endeavors, such as temperance due to scriptural uncertainty,
or in the case of slavery in the South, to fit with the prevailing belief s of local lay-people.
Each of the historians also recognizes the emergence of women into the "public sphere"
as active crusaders for the causes of evangelicalism and benevolence.

All of these

authors, despite their differences in historiographical method, have illustrated that this
movement, no matter what the goals inferred, profoundly impacted America's Christian
community, more so than during the first occurrence of revivalism in the early decades of
the eighteenth century.
Methodologically, the historiography is essentially devoid of local studies, as all
of the authors mentioned, with the exception of Quist, attempt to cover the subject as
intellectual history from a regional perspective.
the history of the Second Great Awakening.

This results in a top-down approach to

Instead of a coherent narrative of closely

related events, previous histories bounce. across the South and touch on disparate and
distant events. Rarely shown are developments in a single area. Comprehensive studies
that show how Evangelicalism operated on the local level, from where it originated, and
who became involved, are missing from the historical dialogue concerning the greater
region of the South.
Mississippi, Natchez, and Vicksburg and the Second Great Awakening

The spread of evangelical Christianity and benevolent social reform did not occur
within a vacuum; social, environmental and economic stresses played varying roles in the
waxing and waning of interest in the efforts of evangelicals and reformers.

In the river

counties of Mississippi the environment played a part in some of the initial successes and

6

I

.

•

eventual failures. The authors of two denominational histories, Z. T. Leavell and T.

J.

Bailey on Mississippi Baptists, and John G. Jones on Mississippi Methodists, have
credited the New Madrid Earthquake of 1 804 as having had an intense impact on the
religiosity of Mississippians.

Both their denominations grew as a result of millennial

fearthat developed as a result of the catastrophe. 6
However, what the environment gaveth, it also took away. Tropical diseases were
prevalent in the region throughout the nineteenth century, particularly epidemics of
yellow fever.

Many missionaries intent upon building churches in Mississippi were

either killed by yellow fever or depaiied quickly after arriving when they had
experienced the privations associated with an outbreak of disease. The Methodists had
such trouble with this in particular that at their annual conference in 1827 they passed a
resolution that declined reappointment to any minister who departed his post during a
yellow fever outbreak. 7 With this environmental threat, it became difficult for churches
to lure clergy to fill vacant posts in the river counties. Friends of Thomas Heyden, a
Catholic bishop from Pittsburgh who was offered the position of Bishop of the Natchez
See, cited the chance of contracting disease as chief among reasons not to accept the
. .

pos1t1on.

8

Economic uncertainty also threatened the existence of churches and benevolence
societies. However, booms and busts were common during this period of American
history, and affected the fringes of society such as Mississippi to a great extent. During
6 John Griffing Jones, A Complete History of Methodism as connected with the Mississippi
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, vol. 2 (Nashville, TN: Publishing House of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1 887), 4 1 .

7 Ibid.,

1 43 .

8 R.0. Gerow,

Cradle Days of St. Mary's at Natchez (Natchez, MS: Publisher Unknown, 1 94 1 ),

4 1 -43 .

7

•

I

these lean times, money that would normally have been spent on such things as
benevolence and religion dried up.

In 1855, the Roman Catholic bishop at Natchez

lamented the sad state of fiscal affairs facing him with regard to building his cathedral.
In a letter to a French society that provided annual funds to the diocese, Bishop Van de
Velde stated: "The debts of justice come before those

of charity.

Of the 22,400 francs of

subscriptions, I have not up to present received [two dollars]."9 Many of the church
structures in Natchez and Vicksburg took more than a decade to construct due to lack of
funds. St. Mary ' s Cathedral was close to foreclosure from debts, which threatened the
physical center of an entire diocese, and forced funds meant for other purposes to be
diverted to save the building.
The efforts of Mississippi auxiliaries to benevolence and reform societies suffored
through booms and busts as well.

Two organizations lumped into Kuykendall' s

"benevolent empire" established flagship auxiliaries in Natchez during the antebellum
period,

the

American Bible Society in 1 8 1 6, and the American Tract Society in 1829.

These auxiliaries theoretically were to pool donations from the entire state, but in reality
were supported by Natchezites. Annual Reports of the parent organizations reflect long
periods of dormancy, no reports submitted, and no money sent.
Purpose and Methodology

This thesis expands the historiography of the South during the Second Great
Awakening. It adds to the broader discussion the interaction of two important urban
areas with the churches and organizations of the Second Great Awakening. Through

9

Bishop Van de Velde letter to the Propagation of Faith Society, Paris, dated Natchez, 19 January

18 55, quoted in Ibid., 119�120 . In many of the letters sent by Bishop Van de Velde he gives dollar
amounts and the corresponding quantity in francs . These compari sons all work out to dollar amounts being
one-fifth that of francs, using this formula the donations in question amounted to $4, 480.
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local studies such as this, we see that despite the shared institutional actors involved i n
h istory, place a n d local culture strongly effect historical outcome s .

In terms o f the

Second Great Awakening, institutional actors were largely the same across the United
States. The American B ible Society and American Tract Society were each national level
organizations that worked toward spreading C hristianity to the population.

Similarly,

three national Christian denominations, Baptists, Methodists and Presbyterians, did the
same.
When the Second Great Awakening first entered Mississippi, both Natchez and
Vicksburg were in the nascent stages of their development, as was the religious
movement. Therefore, the continuity of development between the cities and the religious
movement offer an alternative story o f how the Second Great Awakening impacted
frontier portions of the United States, particularly those that were urban. This study looks
at the subject partially from the perspective o f organizational decision making to gain an
understanding of how the churches and institutions of the Second Great Awakening
attempted to expand their influence into Natchez and Vicksburg. In doing s o I draw on
the available records left behind by local churches in Natchez and Vicksburg, national
benevolence societies, and their use of local and denominational newspapers to advertise
services and disseminate news. In addition, local denominational histories were common
during this period and have been a wealth of information. F inally, census and tax records
are used to illustrate the socio-economic aspects of religious indifference.
In order to understand the Second Great Awakening we need to know a basic
lexicon o f terms that describe the actions o f the churches and organizations involved.
The churches most closely associated with the Second Great Awakening are referred to

9
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as "evangelical." This refers to their strong support of "evangelism," or spreading the
word of God, and their belief that through the expansion of their doctrine a more perfect
society could be made. Closely tied with the ideas of evangelicalism, and evangelism are
benevolence and benevolent reform. These refer to organizations whose purpose was
engaging in compassionate acts or compassionate persuasion. The hope was that acts of
compassion would result in the receivers ' conversion to the Christianity . Organizations'
hierarchy and membership are regularly referred to in this thesis. Those organizations
that fell under the authority of one church denomination ate referred to as
"denominational," while those that were open to membership from all denominations are
called "ecumenical."
As a whole, the United States did not start out as religiously evangelical. Prior to
the American Revolution, throughout much of the South the religiously oriented
belonged to the more traditional Church of England.

Regions outside the English

colonies that were controlled by Spain and France were more than likely Catholic. For
this reason, throughout this paper there are references to the Episcopal Church (successor
to the Church of England) and the Catholic Church. These denominations act as points of
reference and comparison to the evangelical denominations which dominate this study .
An Overview of Natchez and Vicksburg

When the Natchez region passed from Spani sh to American control in 1 798 there
were only very small clusters of settlement around the cities of Natchez and Washington,
with plantations along the Mississippi to the north and south . Despite having been under
the control of three different colonial powers there was little in the way of diversity; the
majority of the permanent settlers were English in origin.

10

The Natchez region

encompassed the area bounded by the Mississippi River to the west, at the thirty-first
degree parallel to the equator on the south, and the border with Louisiana. To the north,
Native American nations still occupied much of the land, making the American gain in
Mississippi quite small. The Natchez region was bounded on the north at Bayou Pierre,
near the future location of Port Gibson, and on the west near the confluence of Sandy
Creek and the Homochitto River. Beyond these unofficial boundaries lived the Choctaw
and Chickasaw Indian nations.
Treaties were soon signed between the United States and the Choctaw Nation
ceding control of a large portion of the Southern Mississippi Territory, the first in 180 1,
which opened land to the north as far as the Walnut Hills, the future site of Vicksburg,
and again in 1805 which included all the land east of the Mississippi River to the current
border between Mississippi and Alabama . The Northern boundary followed roughly the
route of the Homochitto River, about even with the city of Natchez. The opening of
lands to the east of Natchez created a land boom in Mississippi. The population grew by
over three hundred percent during the first decade of the nineteenth century, from just
under nine-thousand to over forty-thousand in only ten years.

With the exception of

Adams County, rapid growth occurred in all of the river counties : Wilkinson, Claiborne,
Jefferson and Warren each of which nearly, or more than doubled in population over the
next ten years . These counties, contained within the flood plain of the Mississippi, had
very fertile soil making them perfect for plantation agriculture. Those with the means to
do so purchased large tracts of land and established cotton plantations.

11
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populati on growth continued in these counties for the next thirty years until the 1 840s
when growth stabilized. 10
Being surrounded by the colony of another nation and Native Americans on each
side may have made transportation to and from the Natchez region difficult for the
settlers, however they were able to make due. The treaty of San Lorenzo, or Pinkney ' s
Treaty, signed in 1 796, left the Mississippi River open to transportation fo r American
shipping and boats loaded with luxury goods could make it upriver as

far

as Natchez.

Kentucky flat boats also made theirway down river from the Ohio Territory to Natchez,
which allowed for circular trade with the rest of the country.

However, land

transportation to and from Natchez was sketchy. The Natchez Trace, which connected
Natchez with Nashville, Tennessee, represented the only land route to the east. Although
the Natchez Trace was not the safest of routes, the condition of the road was the greatest
impediment to travel, more so than the tales of pirates, bandits, and bands of marauding
Native Americans were greatly exaggerated. 11
The difficulties of life in the Natchez region did not stop settlers from coming to
the region. Through the end of the early republic era, Mississippi had increased in size
by more than seven hundred percent to 75,000 people, and the population continued to
rise through the antebellum period, adding ten times as many people by 1 860. 12 In the
early years this population growth was partially driven by trade with upriver
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communities. Many crewman on flatboats from the Ohio River Valley were on a oneway trip into the newly opened lands in the interior. Historian, Michael Allen estimates
that up until about 1823 there were possib ly 3,000 boatman working the Mississippi,
Ohio, and Missouri River valleys. 13 Allen classifies these boatmen into four categories,
merchant navigators, farmer flatboatmen, agent boatmen, and common hand s.

For

merchant navigators and farmers the flatboat was secondary to their normal occupations,
but necessary to maximize business.

They were however, stable and established

members of society, and likely to be family men. Agent boatmen and common hands
were less polished than the farmers and merchants. The fonner owned the flatboats and
contracted to customers up-river for delivery of goods to merchants to the south. The
pilots were part business man and mostly frontiersman. They hired young men in their
teens and twenties to work the decks of their boats. 14 An Ohio boat hand described his
decision to hire on as a hand as a means to "[Sow] my wild oats." 15 Others chose to
settle down

in

their new environment down river. Because the crews of these boats were

entirely made up of men, this may have skewed the demographic growth of the region in
the early days.
Historian William

B.

Hamilton has argued that Natchez and Vicksburg, if not

Mississippi as a whole, were near social and economic maturity from early in their

1 3 Michael Allen, Western Rivermen, 1763-1861: Ohio and Mississippi Boatmen and the Myth of
the Alligator Horse, (Baton Rouge, LA : Louisian a University Press, 1990), 89.
14

Ibid., 94-100.
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history, even before 1 83 0. 1 6 However, a closer look at the population gives a different
picture, that of a frontier community with small pockets of affluence that suggest
maturity.

But the vast maj ority of the population remained very much frontier in

population makeup, economy, and culture up until the 1 830s.
As a whole, Mississippi' s population could b e mistaken for that o f a maturing
society. Broken down by gender, beginning with the 1 830 census white males made up
just over half the population with fifty-four percent of the total to forty-six percent
female. However, the adult population was far more skewed with fifty-nine percent male
and only forty-one percent female. This ratio remained constant until the eve of the Civil
War,

when in the 1 860 census the ratio of adult males and females roughly mirrored that

of the population as a whole. 17
During the antebellum period, Mississippi consisted of two distinct geographical
regions. Natchez and Vicksburg were located in the "river counties" region, which was
bounded

on the

west by the Mississippi River, and lay within the river' s floodplain. The

second region was known as the upcountry, or "piney-woods" region, and lay to the east
of the river counties. Most of Mississippi ' s population growth occurred in the rural areas
of the upcountry in the eastern half of the state after the first land cession; and in the
northern and northeastern portions subsequent to later treaties. However, the cities also
saw their share of increase as well.

Natchez' white population grew by nearly two

hundred percent between 1 8 10 and 1 840, and Vicksburg, which did not exist prior to
16 William B. Hamilton, "The Theater in the Old Southwest the First Decade at Natchez,"
A merican Literature 12 (January 1 94 1 ): 473 ; idem., "The Southwestern Frontier, 1 795- 1 8 1 7: An Essay in
Social History," The Journal ofSouthern History 1 0 (November 1 944), 1 .
1 7 U.S. Census, Population Schedules, 1 8 10 ; U.S. Census, Population Schedules, 1 820; U.S.
Census, Population Schedules, 1 830; U.S. Census, Population Schedules, 1 840; U.S . Census, Population
Schedules, 1 85 0 ; U.S. Census, Population Schedules, 1 860.
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1 8 1 0, grew rapidly, and surpassed Natchez in size by 1 850. This growth in the cities was
spurred pa1iially by the inclination to boosterism common during the antebellum period,
as well as the increased commerce that resulted from large-scale cotton production. 1

8

The residents and governments of Natchez and Vicksburg worked to increase the
attractiveness of their cities through voluntary societies, business ventures, and public
works. Indeed at Natchez, early citizens had high hopes that their city would one day
surpass New Orleans, already an important and cosmopolitan city that by the tum ofthe
nineteenth century had grown into the Southern entrep6t of people and commercial goods
into the United States .

In the late antebellum period, similar minded citizens in

Vicksburg that saw the decline of Natchez' importance pounced on the opportunity to
surpass their sister to the south, by helping to fund and build a railroad that terminated at
the city docks, thereby increasing the cotton throughput of their city with crops from
inland. 1 9
In addition to a societal makeup that included many more men than women, the
economy of antebellum Mississippi was also that of a frontier community. With little in
the way of specie or currency, commerce was transacted in a form of the barter system in
which cotton receipts were exchanged for goods and services.

The scarcity of hard

money caused an economic panic in 1 83 7. Thi s economic downturn affected much of the
nation; particularly hard hit were places where similar systems of barter to those
18

Town boosterism was common throughout the United States during the antebellum period,
although there is disagreement among historians as to its prevalence in the South. Two articles in the
Journal ofSouthern History attempt to shed light on urbanization in the South during the antebellum
period. Leonard P. Curry, "Urbanization and Urbanism in the Old South: A Comparative View," The
Journal ofSouthern History 40 (February) 1 974; and Lyle W. Dorsett and Arthur H. Shaffer, "Was the
South Antiurban? A Suggestion," The Journal of Southern History 3 8 (February) 1 972.
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i
practiced in Mississippi were in place . When the Treasury Department under Andrew
Jackson changed its policy with regard to land payments to only accepting hard money in
payment, debtors in frontier regions, Mississippi included, where specie was scarce found
it difficult to accumulate enough money to make their payments to the land office.

20

Politically Mississippi was in flux as well, arguably devolving from a mature
society to that of a frontier one with the loss of stability that governance under the
Spanish provided. The land that opened for settlement after the Spanish cession to the
United States in 1 798, and early in the nineteenth century with the cessions from Native
Americans, brought in large numbers of people who were of very different backgrounds
than those plantation owners who had lived in the region for decades. Those that arrived,
mostly from the Old South, were yeoman from the upcountry regions of their former
states, and had lived largely independent existences. Indeed, as Frank Owsley asserts,
"the basic and sound assumption of the farmer who seeks a country similar in
appearance, climate, and soil to the old community in which he has lived . . . 'Men seldom
change their climate, ' observed the superintendent of the Bureau of the C ensus in 1 86 0,
'because to do so they must change their habits. '"21 When they arrived in Mississippi
these democratic traits showed themselves in hostility to the old Nabobs of the river
counties, and would soon affect a change in governance.
Mississippi had grown significantly enough in the upcountry regions through
migration from the East, that by 1 824 the democratic small farmers gained political
control of the state. With that, the upcountry politicians in an act of defiance towards the

20

Ibid., 1 8 .
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Frank L. Owsley, "The Pattern of Migration and Settlement on the Southern Frontier," The
Journal ofSouthern History 1 1 (May), 1 94 5 , 1 66.
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Western elite moved the political machinery from Natchez in Adams County to a new
town in central Mississippi named for none other than the champion of antebellum
Democrats, Andrew Jackson.

The upcountry had asserted its control and within two

years all state government institutions had been moved to Jackson. 22
It was within this environment of fluctuating population, uncertain finances and
political instability that missionaries from evangelical denominations and benevolent
reform organizations entered beginning in 1 80 1 .

Initially empty of protestant

denominations following Spanish rule under which only the Catholic Church was
recognized, those that labored at sprea ding Evangelical Protestantism received in
Mississippi varied levels of receptiveness from the populations of Natchez and
Vicksburg. With. little in the way of urban areas except for Natchez proper, the most
evangelical of denominations, the Baptists and Methodists, established themselves
quickly. Many of the migrants that found their way to the Mississippi Territory were
already members of these denominations at home, and some were ministers.
The title of a paper presented by local historian Gordon Cotton, "Methodists
Planted the Seed," alludes to the importance of this particular denomination in the state.
Indeed, among the most important antebellum Mississippians was Newitt Vick, a
Methodist minister who arrived early in the first decade of the nineteenth century. Vick
first settled in Jefferson County, not far from Natchez, and immediately established a
Methodist church. He depaiied less than a decade later for the Walnut Hills region where

I

he bought a substantial tract of land that would become the town of Vicksburg, named for
him. There, Vick also established a Methodist church. In addition to Vick, the fiery

22 Charles S . Sydnor, A Gentleman ofthe Old Natchez Region: Benjamin L.
NC : Duke University Press, 1 9 3 8), 70-7 1 .
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itinerant Methodist minister Lorenzo Dow also found his way to Mississippi during
several of his trips around the country . Dow, a native of Connecticut, was compared by
contemporaries to John the Baptist for his wilderness appearance, extensive travels, and
fire and brimstone sermons. He eventually settled in Mississippi in between Natchez and
Vicksburg where he established a less than profitable mill. But what Dow lacked in
business acumen he made up for in religious conviction, as he served local parishes and
.
23
preac h e d at camp meetmgs .
Beginning with the Spanish cession of the Natchez region to the United States,
Mississippi became an important Southern commercial and shipping center on the
Mississippi River, and as an outlet for the country' s growing population. In this region of
plentiful land with very fertile soil Americans began their trek to the southwest. They
brought with them the culture, practices and beliefs of their previous homes, cleared new
lands for agriculture, and built new cities to conduct commerce . Natchez and Vicksburg
became the two most important cities in the state due to their proximity to the Mi ssissippi
River.
As these two cities were growing into their political, economic and cultural roles
in Mississippi, the Second Great Awakening spread toward them from the North and
East.

How residents reacted to religious awakening and reform, depended on the

religious infrastructure that had been built in the town, for in the words of Donald
Matthews, "it is simply impossible to have a revival unless there is some institutional and

23
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ideational framework that has provided a meaningful context for the revival in the first
place. That is, one cannot have a revival without churches. "24
The act of building congregations in Natchez and Vicksburg took second place to
raising the cities' regional and national importance.

Once they had become part of the

United States after cession from the Spanish and local Native American nations, both
cities launched into economically driven projects that enhanced their standing. Cultural
growth came more slowly and with less vigor. This is not to say that some members of
Natchez and Vicksburg society did not attempt to refocus effort and money toward more
benevolent ends. Religiously progressive citizens established auxiliaries of the American
Bible Society and American Tract Society at Natchez before many of the town's
churches had been formally organized.

However, prior to their religious and cultural

growth, benevolence in Natchez and Vicksburg was more like public service than

·

religious benevolence.

Both cities had organized "Charitable Associations" that served

the public during times of crisis, or as keepers of child welfare.

The ends of each were

not overtly religious. They did not attempt to convert nonbelievers to God, although their
purpose of treating the sick and caring for orphans could be confused with religious
benevolence.
Due to the abortive growth of church membership among the white population in
Natchez and Vicksburg, African-American churches were even less common.

There is

evidence that when white churches began to outgrow their meager facilities, that the
buildings were turned over to slave churches.

As was common in the South, these

24 Donald G. Matthews, "The Second Great Awakening as an Organizing Process, 1781-1830"
American Quarterly XXI ( Spring, 1969), 25.
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churches were monitored by the white population to ensure no subversive ideas were
preached to the slave population.

i
t

I
I
t

To the extent that the Second Great Awakening touched Natchez and Vicksburg,
it was marked by a competition between the secular and the religious. Organizations
with similar ends like the towns' public charitable associations and religiously based
orphanages are representative

of

the larger split between temporal and divine pursuits.

B ecause the cities and their social structures existed prior to their religious institutions,
the churches and national benevolence organizations began their work at a disadvantage.
Environmental, social, and economic factors in Natchez and Vicksburg aligned to make
an uphill struggle for evangelicals and religious reformers. Furthermore, the churches '
and reform associations' tepid approach to organizing reduced the impact they had on
these communities.

20
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C hapter II
Secular Politics versus Evangelical Religion : Natchez, 1800-1 860

Natchez' colonial heritage left it nearly devoid of religion when Spain ceded
control of the region to the United States at the tum of the nineteenth century. Having
been under the control of all three colonial powers of the time, the population was to a
small extent heterogeneous, and varied in religious orientations. For the maj ority of the
colonial period Natchez was controlled by Catholic nations, France and Spain.
However, due to migration,

a

large portion of the population had come from English

areas of North America and professed no allegiance to the Catholic Church. 1
Pre-American Natchez

The city .of Natchez grew out of an early eighteenth-century French trading post,
and military installation, Fort Rosalie . Natchez sat at a strategic point on the Mississippi
River that would become the last stop before the port of New Orleans, where goods from
Mississippi j oined with those from inland territories. Despite its prime location on the
Mississippi River, and surrounding fertile farmland, Natchez did not experience any
sizeable growth under French ownership, nor were the English able to draw pioneers to
the area when the French ceded it to them following the Seven Years War. Natchez
remained a sleepy town, with little purpose other than trading with local Native.,.
American tribes until the late eighteenth century when it became a popular destination for
loyalists fleeing from the American Revolution. 2 When hostilities ceased, the "Natchez
Country," as it was called, became the property of Spain.

1

James, Antebellum Natchez, 3 8-39, 242.

2 Edith Wyatt Moore, Natchez Under-The-Hill, (Natchez, MS : Southern Historical Publications,
Inc., 1 95 8), 1 5 .
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In 1 792, the Spanish governor of Natchez, Baron de Carondelet informed his
superiors that if Natchez were to be ceded to the United States, a strong foundation of
Spanish influence existed in the city, through the Catholic Church. 3

He stated as

evidence that the inhabitants "even the Protestants themselves, attend church to hear the
divine word and send their young children to catechism. Within a few years they will all
be Catholics," thereby preserving Spanish sway over the region. 4
Carondelet' s assumption of continued Spanish influence through the Catholic
Church would prove false.

His successor as governor, Manuel Gayoso de Lemos,

observed only three years after Carondelet' s boast that popularity for the Catholic Church
had subsided among the population, perhaps due to an influx of less than wealthy
commoners and their "turbulent and intriguing spirits." 5

Mississippi ' s first territorial

governor had a similar although more pointed opinion of the population and city under
his charge writing: "Natchez, from the perverseness of some of the people, the inebriety
of the Indians and Negroes on Sundays, has become a most abominable place." 6 Several
historians have posited that the expectation of retaining a Catholic maj ority in Natchez
failed under the pressure of three oppositional forces : Settlers ' indifference to religion in
general due to their preoccupation with accumulating wealth; an official policy of

3 James, A ntebellum Natchez, 3 8 .
4 Baron d e Carondelet to Marques d e Baj amar, 25 July 1 792, i n Journal of the American
Historical Association IV ( 1 945), 69, quoted in James, Antebellum Natchez, 3 8-39.
5 Manuel Gayoso de Lemos to Manuel de Godoy, 31 March 1 795, quoted in James, Antebellum
Natchez, 3 8-3 9.
6 Winthrop Sargent to James Wilkinson, 1 4 November 1 798, quoted in Thomas P. Abernethy, The
South in the New Nation, 1789- 1 8 1 9 (Baton Rouge, LA : Louisiana University Press, 1 96 1 ), 1 60- 1 6 1 .
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religious toleration; and that those settlers who migrated to the Natchez region came with
Protestant leanings. 7
Having been under the control of three different nations prior to cession to the
United States in 1 798, it could be expected that a diverse, possibly cosmopolitan,
population inhabited the frontier community of Natchez. However, of the approximately
five hundred living there at the dawn of the 1 780s, with the exception of transient
boatmen from many different backgrounds, the people o f Natchez were mainly,
according to Francisco Bouligny, the commandant stationed at Natchez prior to the
arrival of Manuel Gayoso de Lemos, of American nativity, while "others are English
royalists, a few are French, and very rarely a Spaniard." 8

Due to the relative

homogeneity of the society at Natchez, when the time came for transition to American
territory, Natchezites were able to take the change in stride, despite predictions to the
contrary by Spanish authorities.
American Natchez

Following Spanish cession Natchez and Adams County grew rapidly under
American rule. Between 1 8 1 0 and 1 860 Natchez grew by 393 percent from 1 ,684 to
6,6 1 2 . 9 From 1 8 1 0 to 1 840 the free white population grew 1 93 percent from 1 ,02 1 to
2,994, many arriving during the decade between 1 83 0 and 1 840 when the population rose
by over 93 percent. D. Clayton James asserted that by 1 8 1 0 Natchez had lost some of its

7 Richard 0. Gerow, Cradle Days ofSt.Mary 's at Natchez (Natchez: NA, 1 94 1 ), 3-5; Bigraphical
and Historical Memoirs ofMississippi (2 vols. ; Chicago : NA, 1 89 1 ), II, 377; James, Antebellum Natchez,
39.
8

Ibid., 29; Jack D. L . Holmes, Gayoso: The life of a Spanish Governor i n the Mississippi Valley,

1789-1799 (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University Press, 1 96 5 ; reprint Gloucester, MA: Peter

Smith, 1 96 8), 3 , 1 0 , 1 9 .
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frontier identity, citing a relatively balanced ratio of free white males to free white
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females with males comprising between fifty-eight and sixty-three percent of the
population. 1 0 However, this balance is only true in looking at the free white population
as a whole. If looked at more closely taking age into account the demographics are more
skewed. The view of Natchez, assuming that the population most likely to migrate into

a

frontier region was young, shows that James' assertion is two decades premature. In the
censuses of 1 8 1 0 and 1 820, free white males between the ages of sixteen years and fifty
years made up more than seventy percent of their age bracket. Not until 1 830 was there

a

near balance of males and females between sixteen and fifty, although males still
constituted sixty-five percent. Adams County as a whole had reached a balance by 1 8 1 0
and remained that way through the end of the antebellum era. 1 1
Natchez growth after the tum of the century can be partly attributed to
introduction of the cotton gin in 1 796. Prior to this time cotton had been grown, but only
in small quantities due to the expense of processing. The region had been without an
export crop after having failed at indigo cultivation. 1 2

William Dunbar, one of the

earliest American settlers to the region, as well as the wealthiest, survived selling barrel
staves downriver to New Orleans. 13 When local inventor David Greenleaf installed the
first Whitney cotton gin in the region in 1 796, cotton cultivation took off in eamest. 1 4

1 0 Ibid., 1 63 - 1 64.
1 1 United
States Census, 1 8 1 O; United States Census, 1 820; United States Census, 1 83 0 ; United
States Census, 1 840; United States Census, 1 85 0 ; United States Census, 1 860.
12 James, A ntebellum Natchez , 5 1 .
13 Pierce Butler, The Unhurried Years: Memories of the Old Natchez Region (Baton Rouge, LA:
Louisiana State University Press, 1 948), 20.
14 James, Antebellum Natchez, 5 1 .
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With cotton cultivation increasing by the year, Natchezites were confident that
their town would soon surpass New Orleans as the southern port of entry into the United
States. Ambitious merchants began a venture to bring ocean going trade vessels up the
Mississippi to Natchez, bypassing New Orleans in hopes of getting a better price for their
exports, and lowering the costs of imported goods. However, their attempts were shortlived, as the current of the Mississippi River proved too strong to make navigation timely,
and their business profitable. 1 5

Despite their failed attempt at civic boosterism, for

Natchezites, the combination of the Mississippi River and cotton became the economic
engines that drove growth in the frontier town .
From the early territorial years throughout the antebellum era, Natchez served as
the final stopping point on the river before reaching New Orleans. 1 6 Flatboats carrying

'
l

goods from Ohio, Illinois, Kentucky, and Tennessee stopped at Natchez to p ick up local
wares and so their crews could spend a day or more among the "fornicators" in "resorts
of dissipation," the brothels and grog shops and gambling houses of Natchez' s vice
district known as Under-the-Hill. 1 7 Henry Ker described this scene in his published diary
saying: "I have seen 1 50 boats, loaded with produce, bound to New Orleans, delaying
their time, and spending days in the lowest orders of dissipation. 1 8 Having sold their
goods, and boat at New Orleans, the same boat crews would also stop at Natchez, with
· their pay, on the return trip for some recreation before starting for home on the Natchez
Trace. Boat pilots and their crews were comparatively well paid for the time, so their
1 5 Ibid., 1 9 5 .
1 6 Herring, Life and Death on the Slavery Frontier, 1 05 - 1 06
1 11

Henry Ker, Travels Through the Western Interior of the United States, 1 808-1816
(Elizabeth, NJ: Unknown, 1 8 1 6), 4 1 in Ibid., 1 6 8 .
1 8 Ibid.
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crews had the means to carouse for quite some time if they chose. 1 9 Natchez' importance
as the last stop before New Orleans would not dissipate with the introduction of the first
steamboat in 1 8 1 1 . In less than a decade the number of steamboats had increased to
thi11y, most of them stopping at Natchez during their trips up and down the river. 20
Owing to the growth of cotton agriculture and advances in transportation, by 18 10
Natchez contained over 3 00 homes and more than one thousand people. Most of the
population increase occurred through immigration both foreign, and from states along the
eastern seaboard of the United States. Between 1800 and 18 17, most migrants to Natchez
who were born in the United States came from other Southern states, Virginia and
Maryland providing the greatest number. 21

Natchez had become a destination of

opportunity despite negative press given the city in many newspapers, which published
special columns with sensationalized accounts of the goings on at Natchez-Under-theHill.22
The migrants that :flooded into Natchez and the Mississippi Territory were a

I

I

I'

II

diverse group representing all levels of the socio-economic spectrum, all seeking to strike
it rich in cotton. Wealthy sons of eastern planters who sought to replicate their fathers '
success set their sights on Natchez and other river communities where they found fertile
land along the Mississippi River particularly well suited for cotton agriculture, and a city
in which they could find associates of like mind and character. The richest among these

1 9 Michael Allen, Western Rivermen, 1 763-1861 : Ohio and Mississippi Boatmen and the Myth of
the A lligator Horse, (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University Press, 1990), 102.
20
21

22

Moore,
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James, Antebellum Natchez, 164.
E. Bruce Tho mpson, "Reforms of the Penal System of Mississippi, 1820-1850," in

ofMississippi History vol. VII, no. 2 (April 1945), 56 .
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early settlers to the newly opened region was Winthrop Sargent, the territorial governor.
According to the personal tax rolls of 1 807- 1 8 1 2 he owned 1 1 , 8 02 acres and 3 42 slaves
in Adams County, and over 20,000 acres in Ohio and Virginia. 2 3
The wealthy' s co-travelers of lesser means stopped in the up-country and
established smaller farms on inferior land. These middling sorts moved to the region
with aspirations of increasing their land holdings and one day attaining their own place
among the aristocracy.

According to historian

D.

C layton James, small holders had

reason to believe they could make this transition, as during the territorial era social
structures were loose and mobility between classes common. However, by the 1 83 0s
when Natchez had begun to shed its frontier attributes . Class stratification emerged and
"blood kinships and established family connections had become significant." 2 4
Throughout the first half of the antebellum period Natchez stood at the center of
political, economic, and social life of the Mississippi territory and state.

From 1 798

when the territory passed from Spanish to American rule until 1 840, Adams County and
Natchez specifically boasted the largest population, greatest concentration of wealth, and
conducted more commerce than anywhere else in Mississippi. 2 5

Natchez retained its

political power throughout the early antebellum period when the old aristocracy still
carried importance and the city remained the seat of government and the primary supplier
of government officers.

As historian Charles S . Sydnor stated:

"the success of the

Natchez region was in part due to the usual advantages of prosperous people over the

23 Ibid., 1 50.
24 Ibid., 1 3 7- 1 3 8.
25 United States Census, 1 8 1 O ; United States Census, 1 820; United States Census, 1 830; United
States Census, 1 840.
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poor and uneducated." 2

6

However, as the young state of Mississippi grew in population,

particularly in the upcountry regions where middling sorts tended to settle, the power of
the elites in general and Natchez in particular began to wane. Upcountry Jacksonians
won a big victory over Natchez elites when they succeeded in moving the state capital to
Jackson in 1 824.

From that point on, Natchez would decline in statewide political

importance.
Even after Natchez lost the state capitol, it remained the state' s transportation
center for another decade before being surpassed by Vicksburg. Most of the more than
1 00,000 bales of cotton produced by Mississippi planters in 1 829 were transported
downriver to New Orleans through the Natchez docks. 27 The port at Natchez did not
only act as an outbound transportation point, but received goods as well.

Finished

products from upriver and down came into Natchez for sale to the richest region in the
state. This was especially true of luxury goods from New Orleans, which were in high
demand fr0m the local "nabobs."
Religion in Early Natchez

Religiously, Natchez began as a clean slate after the Spanish relinquished control
in 1 79 8 . There had been very little Protestant activity in the region during the French and
Spanish periods as both nations were Roman Catholic and forbade the establishment of
non-Catholic churches. The Spanish allowed for Protestant worship within the confines
of the home, but prohibited proselytizing. 2 8

26 Charles S. Sydnor, A Gentleman ofthe Old Natchez Region: Benja111in L. C. Wailes (Durham,
NC : Duke University Press, 1 93 8), 70-7 1 .
27 Todd Ashley Herring, "Natchez, 1 795 - 1 830: Life and Death on the Slavery Frontier" (Ph.D.
diss., Mississippi State University, 2000), 1 34.
28 James, Antebellum Natchez, 3 9-40.
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Some missionaries did attempt to spread their religion during the Spanish period,
and were met with hostility from the government.

As early as 1 790 an Episcopal

minister, Adam C loud of Delaware, began preaching in the Natchez region, mainly at a
chapel on the plantation of Benj amin Farrar. His ministry there lasted until 1 79 5 when
Manuel Gayoso de Lemos, the Spanish governor, banished him. 29 Other attempts by
Protestants met with similar results; Samuel Swyzey, a Congregational minister, died
after establishing a church; Richard Curtis, a Baptist minister who attempted to organize
a church was banished in 179 1 ; and the Spanish arrested Presbyterian elder John Bolls for
preaching in public. 30
When the Natchez region emerged from under Spanish rule, organized religion all
but disappeared.

The Catholic Church went into a period of dormancy, with no

Protestant churches arriving to take her place. Early Protestant missionaries occasionally
visited Natchez, but had little success establishing churches or drawing converts. When
Jacob Young,

a

Methodist missionary, visited Natchez in 1 803 he found Natchez

deserving of its reputation stating:
"I had often been among rough people, and had seen and heard a great deal of

wickedness, but what I saw and heard there surpassed anything I had ever seen or
thought of.

Americans, French, Spaniards, English, Irish, Dutch, Negroes, and

mulattoes - all mingling as 'fellows well met . ' Many Kentuckians were lying in
their flat boats, along the wharfs, drinking, fighting, swearing, and acting like

29 Mississippi Provincial Archives, Spanish Dominion, 1 75 9- 1 820, Transcript from archives of the
Indus Seville, Cuban Papers in the Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Jackson, MS, 9vols.
IV, insert proceedings, 787; Reverend John G. Jones, A Concise History of the Introduction of
Protestantism into Mississippi and the Southwest (St. Tunis: NA, 1 866), 93 ; James, Antebellum Natchez,
3 9-40.
30 James, Antebellum Natchez, 3 9-40.
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demons . I had often heard of Natchez under the hill; but never saw it before, and I
thought I should be glad never to see it again." 3 1
Some missionaries finding Natchez in the blight described by Young took to the
newspapers, and attempted to incite in the literate, well-to-do population a desire to curb
the restless and drunken spirits of the town through fidelity to the Sabbath and
temperance.

Over the course of several months in 1 800 and 1 80 1 a group of

"Missionaries from the Southern States" published a series of articles in Greens Impartial
Observer, a Natchez newspaper. Their articles called for

a

course of action to put an end

to what they viewed as "social crimes" being committed in the city . The social crimes of
which the missionaries spoke were : failure to observe the Sabbath, profane swearing, and
drunkenness, the former being the source from which "may be traced much of the
infidelity which now prevails in the world." 32 It should be noted that the missionaries did
not !ll ention among their list of vices gambling, a favorite activity for many Natchezites,
especially among their desired audience, the wealthy, who did so on horse races

at

the

Pharsalia race track in the upper-town.
Other authors to the Observer, also concerned with the rampant vice in Natchez,
addressed their concerns to those in positions of authority rather than to the general
public.

Two letters published in 1 800 addressed to the sitting grand jury and the

legislature respectively asked pointedly for action against Sabbath infidelity and
drunkenness. The first letter published in May 1 800 asks the grand jurors to "recommend
[observation of the Sabbath] to your neighbors, by setting the example," and to curtail
31 Jacob Young, A utobiography of a Pioneer: On the Nativity, Experience, Travels, and
Ministerial Labors ofRev. Jacob Young; with incidents, observations, and recollections (Cincinnati:
Cranston & Curtis, no date), 222-223 ; in Ibid., 1 2 1 .
3 2 Greens Impartial Observer, 4 April 1 80 1 .
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drunkenness, as "indictments in session are a proper mode of punishing this vice, a vice
too common in this territory." 33 "A CHRISTIAN," also writing in response to the issue
of Sabbath observance asked why no law restricting Sunday activities existed in the
Natchez region as did in "all the other United States and their domains . . . Are the people
of Mississippi territory more virtuous than in the United States?" He concluded, "From a
respectable legislature, we might demand a remedy for this crying evil, this sin of my
land. From the governor and our judges we devoutly pray for it." 34 The missionaries '
focus on Sabbatarianism is somewhat ironic in hindsight given that even had the people
taken seriously their advice to honor the Sabbath, there were no established churches in
Natchez for them to attend.
Missionaries to Natchez had a knack for criticism but did little to actively change
Natchez culture through parish-building. During the early years of the nineteenth century
missionaries to other areas held camp meetings for bringing the unchurched to religion,
and created new parishes or augmented those already in existence.
Natchez, however, did little to establish a religious infrastructure.

Missionaries to
The closest camp

meeting to Natchez during the early antebellum period occurred about twenty miles away
on Poplar Hill, when a group of Methodists led by Lorenzo Dow gathered in 1 803 . 35
Jacob Young gave an account of another camp meeting held upriver near Port Gibson.
He provides little clue what, if any, successes came out of the meeting, only that it was
"called a good camp meeting for that country, though nothing special took place ." 36

33 Ibid., 19 May 1 800.
34 Ibid., 16 September 1 800.
35 Henry G . Hawkins, Methodism in Natchez (Nashville,
quoted in Herring, "Life and Death on the Slavery Frontier" 348.
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Perhaps those that followed Dow to Natchez took heed of his early lamentation:

"I

found

it almost impossible to get the people out to meeting any way, and had my scruples
whether there were three Christians in the town, either black or white," and only rarely
attempted to organize camp meetings. 37 Whatever the reason for the neglect of Natchez,
Methodists did not erect the first church edifice until 1 807, the Presbyterians followed a
decade later, Episcopalians formed their congregation in 1 822, and Baptists would be
delayed until 1 83 7.
Methodists in Natchez

Methodists were the first of the maj or Protestant denominations to set down roots
in the Natchez region beginning when Tobias Gibson arrived in 1 799. Sent by the South
Carolina Conference of the Methodist Church, Gibson toiled alone in the Natchez region
more than three years before he would receive the assistance of more missionaries,
traveling by horseback covering all of what was then the Mississippi territory. During
these early years he gathered more than · one hundred members for the Methodist Church
in Mississippi. In 1 802, Gibson attended the annual session of the Methodist Western
Conference at which he asked for and received an assistant. Moses F loyd, A young
minister, volunteered for the post. 38
Parish building during the early Republican period at Natchez remained little
changed from the Spanish period as embryonic Protestant churches met behind the closed
doors of their homes. With no church edifice built and few public buildings available,

36

Young, Autobiography ofJacob Young, 235 .

3 7 Lorenzo Dow, History of Cosmopolite; Lorenzo 's Journal Containing His &perience and
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Gibson ' s and Floyd' s ministries at Natchez occurred in the houses of their parishioners.
Other missionaries followed Gibson, who retired upriver to the Walnut Hills (Vicksburg),
and Floyd to the Natchez district including Launer Blackman, T.C .N. Barnes and Thomas
Larley who arrived between 1 802 and 1 806. These missionaries met with little success
during their time in Mississippi, failing to increase the number of Methodists in Natchez
enough to build even a modest church building. In commenting on the state of the church
in Natchez the Reverend Jacob Young reflected that the predecessors of Launer
Blackman had done "comparatively little" to further the cause of religion, although "they
had done as well as any one could under the circumstances." 39 He would later lament
that the "prospects of [their] . . . mission were gloomy enough to discourage any man.
[They] had to contend with ignorance in the lower classes, and infidelity in the upper." 40
Finally in 1 807 a new itinerant, the Reverend C aleb C loud, found enough motivation
among Natchez Methodists to build a church structure, although there · were still only one
hundred of them in the entire region. The church received, through a board of trustees
composed of local clergy, Reverend Caleb C loud, Reverend Launer Blackman and
Reverend Newitt Vick, and laity, Dr. Phillip Gorrell, David Lattimore, Reuben Gibson,
and William Foster, a plot of land purchased for one hundred-fifty dollars by a William
Barland. 4 1
·
Methodist ministers realized early that the wealth of Natchez residents did not
translate into support for their church.

Cranston

Despite having constructed a building, the

39 Reverend Jacob Young, Autobiography ofJacob Young: A n Itinerant Ohio Pioneer (Cincinnati:
& Curtis, no date), 2 1 8 .

40 Ibid., 229.
4 1 John G. Jones, A Complete History ofMethodism as connected with the lviississippi Conference
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, I 799- 1 845 vol . l (Baton Rouge, LA: Claitors Bookstore, 1 966),
1 64 .
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Natchez church would continue as an itinerancy sharing the three ministers assigned to
the region with churches in surrounding towns and counties, no doubt in part due to a
lack of income from the parish. By 1 8 1 1 the church had grown very little from its initial
numbers and was still wanting of funds .

One of the ministers, the Reverend John

Johnson, lamented that Natchezites were "very rich, very proud and very polite exceeding all for compliments," but with "little humility, little religion, and little piety,"
and presumably little desire to financially support the church.

Indeed, according to

Johnson, "the Natchez Church paid not one cent" for his ministerial services. 42
Throughout its early history the Methodist denomination in Mississippi broadly,
and the Natchez · C ircuit more narrowly, suffered from lack of clergy to sufficiently
spread their religious ideology and build and maintain parishes. From the time that the
first Methodist missionaries arrived in the region until the 1 820s, Methodist C ircuits in
Mississippi received at most three missionaries to cover large areas with dozens of
nascent parishes . C ircuits were physically large, stretching from the Mississippi River
east into the upland regions up to one hundred miles in width, as well as thirty to fifty
miles from north to south. Over the period of a month, circuit riders were expected to
visit each parish once. John G. Jones, a Methodist minister and former itinerant, wrote in
his history of the Mississippi Methodist Church :
It is difficult for us now to estimate properly the many difficulties that both
preachers and people labored under in those early days.

When the preachers

attended the annual conferences, much time was lost to the circuits in going to and
returning from Conference. Then, though preaching almost every day in the week,

42 Henry G. Hawkins, Methodism in Natchez (Nashville: The Pantheon Press, 1 93 7), 3 8 ; quoted in
Herring, 348.
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it took them from four to six weeks to make one round; and if by stress of weather
or other causes they failed to fill their regular appointments, the people were
without preaching for months. 43
The first conference of the Methodist Church in Mississippi occurred in 1 8 1 3 at
the home of the Reverend Newitt Vick, who lived to the southeast of Natchez at the time.
(Vick would later move north to the Walnut Hills region and found the city of
Vicksburg.) Three clergy, William Winans, Newitt Vick and Thomas Griffin, and eight
parishioners convened with the Reverend William W inans acting as secretary and Samuel
Sellers as president.

Subsequent conferences followed annually with the first bishop

attending three years later in 1 8 1 6. At the 1 8 1 6 conference five official circuits were
affirmed to which were assigned the same number of ministers, itinerants who made
scheduled visits to the churches on their circuit. The church at Natchez fell on the Red
River Circuit, on which Thomas Griffin labored. 44
Thomas Griffin, like a great many of his colleagues in the ministry, arrived in
Mississippi on assignment from his denomination ' s ruling body

in

another Southern state.

Born and raised in Georgia, Griffin decided to devote his life to the ministry at a young
age and began his evangelical work within his own home. From there he worked his way
up until the Methodist Church recognized him as a minister after having served as an
itinerant missionary through the Old South and East Coast. In 1 8 1 4 Griffin attended the

43 John G. Jones, A Complete History of Methodism as connected with the Mississippi Coeference
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1799-1845 vol . 1 (Baton Rouge, LA: Claitors Bookstore, 1 966),
1 93 .
44
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South Carolina Conference of the Methodist Church at which he received the assignment
to Natchez and the Red River Circuit. 45
The Methodist church at Natchez still had very few members at this point, making
it not so much an official station on the Red River Circuit, but rather what would best be
characterized an evangelical outpost out of which a future parish could be built. Though
the area to which he had been assigned was uninviting and to a great degree wanting for
followers of the Methodist Church, Griffin took to his work with the requisite elan of his
position.

Evidence of Griffin ' s enthusiasm is that he attempted to bring religion to

Natchez ' s most un-churched by preaching at Under-the-Hill. Griffin ' s account of his
experience preaching at Under-the-Hill gives the impression of at least a modicum of
success despite being "the first man that ever" made an attempt there among the
drunkards and gamblers .

"I had quite an orderly congregation," after one of the

congregants removed a rowdy onlooker, and received "an invitation from a man to come
again and use his house for the service." 46
The largest city in the Mississippi Territory, Natchez yet remained an itinerant
preaching station throughout the early antebellum decades. Twice in 1 8 1 1 and 1 8 1 5, the
Mississippi Conference attempted to j oin the church at Natchez with that at Washington
to create a preaching station. 47

As a station, both were the responsibility of a single

preacher capable of holding services on a weekly basis. However, presumably due to
lack of interest as well as funds, both efforts were reversed the following year, returning
45 Bishop Charles B. Galloway, "Thomas Griffin: A Boanerges of the Early Southwest,"
Publications of the Mississippi Historical Society vol. VII ( 1 903), 1 5 4- 1 5 5 .
4 6 Ibid., 1 5 6 .
4 7 John G . Jones, A Complete History ofMethodism as connected with the Mississippi Coriference
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 1 799- 1 845 vol. 1 (Baton Rouge, LA: Claitors Bookstore, 1 966),
2 1 3 & 369.
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Natchez to its previous status as a stop on an itinerant' s circuit.

The Mississippi

Conference initiated the same arrangement again in 1 823 and it was successful. Three
years later in 1 826 the Methodist church at Natchez became a separate congregation
altogether with a minister assigned solely to it.
John G. Jones places the beginning of the Methodist Church' s ascendancy at
Natchez in 1 8 1 8, before which the church "struggled" for its existence. Jones places part
of the blame for this on Natchez having been part of a circuit rather than a station, and
"on account of [preachers '] long and repeated absences from the city, the preachers could
not attend to the training of those who were awakened under their preaching and
consequently many of them were led into other communions." 48

One-year prior, a

Methodist Episcopal Bishop made the first episcopal, or governing, trip to the Mississippi
District preaching at several churches including Natchez. 49
By 1 840 the Methodist Church had grown substantially from its rather meager
f
beginnings to over one hundred orty parishioners, and by 1 860 had more than doubled in
size from that number to over four hundred. Much of the credit for this growth is given
to the Reverend T. M. Fly, appointed to Natchez in 1 85 5 . Fly served at Natchez for less
than one year, but according to John G . Jones "conducted in Natchez a revival of great
spiritual intensity." During 1 85 5 a total of one hundred sixty-five persons were received
into the church, one hundred twenty-nine of which Jones credits to a series of daily
services instituted on 1 2 August and lasting until 5 September. Fly ' s tenure at Natchez
was shortened by a yellow fever outbreak in the fall of 1 85 5 . Despite the danger to

4 8 Ibid., 1 68 .
4 9 Ibid., 43 8 .
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himself and his family, Fly remained in Natchez to perform his spiritual duties to the
dead and dying, eventually succumbing to the disease himself. so
One of the reasons for the slow growth of the Methodist Church during the first
thirty years of its existence stems from a problem experienced by all the Protestant
denominations represented in the area, that of diverting the attention of potential
parishioners from worldly, financial concerns and pleasures to that of religion.

This

however was not only a problem among potential church members, but among the clergy
as well. During the period from 1 820 to 1 840, three local Methodist ministers voluntarily
removed themselves from the ministry to pursue other interests; two became cotton
planters and one, reportedly, a drunk. s1
Presbyterians in Natchez

The Presbyterian denomination followed the Methodists to Natchez.

The

Presbytery of the Carolinas sent three itinerant ministers who arrived a year later than the
Methodists,

in

1 800. The missionaries established Natchez as their center of operations,

but began their efforts elsewhere in Pine Ridge, Church Hill and Union Church.
According to D. Clayton James these communities had significant populations of ScotchIrish descent, making them the natural target of Presbyterian missionaries.
were established in the above towns between 1 805 and 1 807. 52

Churches

In addition to the

churches established in and around Adams County and Natchez the missionaries also

5 0 John Buford Cain, Methodism in the Mississippi Conference, 1 846-1870 vol. 1 (Jackson, MS :
The Hawkins Foundation, Mississippi Conference Historical Society, circa 1 93 9), 1 3 8-3 9 .
51
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established the Presbytery of Mississippi, a local governing body for churches in the
state.
The Presbyterian missionaries' labors in Natchez lasted seventeen years before
they officially established a congregation in March of 1 8 1 7, seven years after the
missionaries began erecting a church structure, the cornerstone of which had been laid in
1 8 1 2 . 53 Three families made up the original members of the congregation, the Formans,
Hendersons and Pearces, and one William B. Noyes. Through the remainder of the year,
thirteen others joined the First Presbyterian Church Natchez, two of whom came from
founding families, bringing their total number to twenty-two. 54
Over the next four decades the First Presbyterian Church grew steadily, increasing
its numbers almost every year. By 1 824 the church had forty-nine members, thirteen
years later in 1 83 7 that number had grown to 1 35 . 55
There is ample evidence to suggest that the Presbyterian Church in Natchez
attracted much of the wealthy portion of society. The church record book includes some
of the most prominent members of society, including doctors, attorneys, businessmen,
planters and politicians. Among those members were three merchants ; Edwin B. Baker,
James Carradine, Thomas C . Pollack and Jacob Eiler, who in 1 860 had real estate
holdings valued in the tens of thousands of dollars.

56

Others who attended First

Presbyterian included : plantation owner Dr. John Ker and his wife Mary, and politicians

53 Biographical and Historical Memoirs ofMississippi, 1 62 .
5 4 First Presbyterian Church (Natchez), Record Book, Mississippi Department of Archives and
History, Jackson, MS .
55 James, Antebellum Natchez, 244-245 .
56 Ibid., 1 66; Mississippi Department of Archives and History: First Presbyterian Church
(Natchez) Record Book.
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Richard M. Gaines who served as the state Attorney General from 1 83 0 to 1 834, and
Lewis M. Day, a state legislator elected in 1 849.
Unlike the Baptists and Methodists, the Natchez Presbyterian Church grew from
the beginning. Much of this success can be attributed to calling and retaining clergy.
The Presbyterian Church did not rely on a distant · authority to appoint and install new
clergy on an annual basis; those called were expected to, and did, remain for significant
tenures.

From its inception in 1 8 1 7 to the Civil War five ministers labored at First

Presbyterian Church, Daniel Smith, William Weir, George Potts, Samuel Winchester, and
Joseph Stratton. Ministers settled down at First Presbyterian and remained there. After
Daniel Smith who organized the church and remained as "stated supply" for only one
year came William Weir, installed in 1 8 1 9. Weir remained until his death in 1 822 . The
church installed the Reverend George Potts the following year, who stayed for thirteen
years before departing for a parish in New York City. The Reverend Samuel Winchester
succeeded Potts and like Weir, died as pastor at First Presbyterian. Joseph B . Stratton
served the longest at Natchez, and closed out the remaining nineteen years of the
antebellum era. 57
In calling ministers the local church had greater control over who guided the
parish forward.

The ministers called to First Presbyterian Church were mostly of

northern origins, the only native born exception being Joseph Stratton, who arrived from
Baltimore and stayed for more than sixty years. Others were called to Natchez from
Ireland, New York and Philadelphia. 58

57 Biographical and Historical Memoirs ofMississippi, 1 62- 1 63 .
5 8 Ibid.
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Longevity o f ministerial terms benefited the Presbyterian Church, creating long
periods of steady growth. The record book of First Presbyterian Church shows the parish
in a constant state of growth from its first official year. With the exception of six years,
new members were added to the church on an annual basis. Some years were of course
better . than others, however the · good outweighed the bad. From its inception, until 1 860
the church added an average of eighteen new members per year. Even during periods of
slow or negative population growth for Natchez and Adams County, First Presbyterian
posted large gains in their membership.

The 1 840s were one such period.

Adams

County population growth dipped into the negative (- 1 9%), and despite the loss of
population First Presbyterian Church added roughly one hundred fifty-eight new
members to the congregation. 59
Baptists in Natchez

The Baptists were the last of the evangelical denominations to build a permanent
presence

in

Natchez.

Richard Curtis, and early missionary and settler to Mississippi

established what could loosely be considered a Baptist church at his home during the
early territorial period, possibly prior to the departure of the Spanish.
congregation, which consisted of family members and

a

However, his

few neighbors, withered after his

death, not to be re-established. 60
Baptist missionaries and churches were very active

m

the rural areas around

Natchez, as well as the rest of the state from early in the territorial period. As early as

59 First Presbyterian Church (Natchez) Record Book, Mississippi Department of Archives and
History, Jackson, MS; United States Census, 1 840; United States Census, 1 850.
60
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1 80 0, B aptists founded a church they called New Hope on Second Creek in Adams
County, to the south and east of Natchez. In 1 806 delegates from New Hope and four
other churches in the "Natchez Country" met and formed the Mississippi Association. 61
Over the course of the next two decades, Baptists in the Mississippi Ten-itory and State
grew rapidly, the original association growing so big that local church officials saw fit to
split it into smaller more manageable parts three times.
In 1 8 1 7, there was an abortive effort to establish a congregation at Natchez for the
first time.

They were received into the Union Association, one of the reapportioned

associations of the burgeoning Mississippi Baptist Convention at the meetings of the
same year, held at Bogue Chitto in Pike County. 62 However, nothing is heard from this
group in subsequent association meetings.

Members of this first Baptist church at

Natchez were not unlike Richard Curtis ' congregation in that they were brought together
by two church leaders, Nathanial Perkins and John Richards, for services at the latter' s
home, but were without ordained clergy. As we have seen with other denominations,
particularly the Methodists who similarly counted on the work of itinerant ministers,
churches found it difficult to e stablish themselves in frontier cities. D. Clayton James
states : that "Baptist evangelists experienced the greatest reception from lower-income
farmers and plain folk who lived outside of Natchez and its worldly allure." 63
It would take another twenty years for Baptists to establish a permanent
congregation at Natchez. Upon the establishment of the new congregation in 1 837,
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denominational leadership wasted no time in assigning a well-established minister to lead
the flock at Natchez. The Reverend Ashley Vaughn received the call to First Baptist
Church and departed his post at Washington only six miles away. 64 Vaughn, originally a
northerner, was a leader within the Union Association, and the Mississippi Baptist
Church in general. 65 In 1 83 6 Vaughn proposed that Mississippi Baptist associations form
a convention to "further their cause." He also established the first Baptist newspaper in
the region,

The Southwestern Religious Lum inary.

With

a

66

congregation having been established at Natchez, the Mississippi Baptist

Convention turned its attention toward building its urban parishes. Leavell and Bailey
state that during the 184 1 convention "much interest was shown by the body in the cities
embraced in the territory of the body . . . It was recommended that the Baptists throughout
the state, aid in building houses of worship in [the] cities." 67 However, their zeal did not
match their actions . The 1 842 convention proceedings indicate that the whole territory
lacked sufficient coverage by itinerants, with the majority of past work having been done
in the up-country regions. Furthermore, missionary assignments show that no itinerants
were assigned to the cities and heavily populated counties, specifically Natchez and
Adams County during the 1 842 convention. 68
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Leavell, Bailey,
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Ibi d . , 84-85.
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Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Report ofthe Mississippi Baptist Convention, 10, 17.

A Complete History of Mississippi Baptists vol. 1, 83.

Antebellum Natchez, 24 8 .
A Complete History ofMississippi Baptists vol. 1, 55 & 59 .
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In 1850 a rift formed at the First Baptist Church at Natchez that would eventually
lead. to its dissolution. 69 This discord rose out of the missionary debate between "mainline" Baptists and "Hard-shell" or "Primitive" Baptists. Leavell and Bailey stated that a
"corrupt minister [arrived in Mississippi] from Philadelphia, and [ingraciated himself to]
many members of the church at Natchez." 70

Over the course of the next year this

disagreement led to many members leaving the church and forming the Wall Street
Baptist Church, also in Natchez.

As a result the Mississippi Baptist Convention

dismissed the First Baptist Church at Natchez from the convention. Given the actions of
the convention, and without any proof in available documentation, it seems as though the
Hard-Shell Baptists took temporary control of the First Baptist Church.

Those that

transferred their memberships, from the church formed the competing Wall Street Baptist
Church.

In 1 852 the First Baptist Church reapplied for admission to the Union

Association, and was received. The Wall Street Church remained in Natchez and had
applied to j oin the Central Association, to which it was accepted. 71
Episcopalians i n Natchez

Adam Cloud, the Episcopal minister banished from Natchez during Spanish rule
returned after Spain ceded the area to the United States. Upon his return Cloud resumed
his ministry, and established some of Mississippi ' s oldest parishes. Cloud and three other
ministers presided over the first diocesan convention of the Mississippi Episcopal Church

69

Leavell, B ailey, A

70

Ibid.

71

Ibi d . , 9 2 .

Complete HistmJ1 ofMississippi Baptists vol. 1, 91.
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at Christ Episcopal Church, Natchez in 1 826. Cloud represented the parish at Church
Hill, and the Reverend James Pilemore attended for Christ Church, Natchez. 72
Christ Episcopal Church, Natchez formed through the cooperative effort between
a core of elite Natchezites with connections to the Episcopal Church and the Reverend
James Pilemore. There is no evidence as to what brought Pilemore to Natchez, whether
the national church sent him, the Episcopalians at Natchez asked for him, or he went on
his own.

But finding an embryonic congregation when he arrived in 1 822, he

commenced building a church. In Antebellum Natchez, James credits the birth of Christ
Church to a group of elite planters in search of a suitable place to hold a wedding. 73
Within a year the group h.ad installed Pilemore as rector and in four years, had built a
house of worship (that remains in use today).
As stated previously, the Episcopal churches of Mississippi organized themselves
into a diocese in 1 826. However, the Mississippi Diocese was more like a sub-diocese of
the Diocese of Tennessee, founded in 1 829. Having no bishop at their first meeting, the
member churches called Bishop Otey of the Diocese of Tennessee to be their bishop.
Otey declined to leave his post in Tennessee, but accepted Mississippi as a second
charge. He would remain in this capacity for thirty-one years. The General Convention
granted the Diocese of Mississippi a bishop in 1 844, however the search for a qualified
candidate and his . election by the diocese took another sixteen years.

Bishop Otey

72 Journal of the Proceedings of a Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of
Mississippi, Natchez: 1 826, 6; Nash K. Burger and Charlotte Caper, "Episcopal Clergy of Mississippi,
1 790- 1 940," Journal ofMississippi History vol. VIII No. 2 (Summer 1 946), ; Biographical and Historical
Memoirs ofMississippi, 348.
73 James, A ntebellum Natchez, 249.
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presided over the consecration of the Reverend Doctor William Mercer Green as
bishop . 74
Awareness of the religious revival occurring around the country was late in its
arrival to Natchez. Editors of Natchez newspapers had been publishing articles with
religious themes for some time by the 1 85 0s, and organizations associated with the
Second Great Awakening had been established there since the 1 820s, however there was
no evidence of any consciousness that a large-scale movement was occurring. By the late
1 850s though, revival intelligence became a staple in the Natchez Courier. Hillyer
praised the revival ' s arrival to Natchez in a May 1 85 8 article, relating that the churches of
the city were full with worshipers, "waiting patiently for greater displays of Divine
power," and hoping that one of the effects would be that "every parlor of vice be
obliterated." 75
Whether Hillyer' s assertion that Natchezites were filling the pews of their
churches is uncertain, but activity at local churches does seem to have been high. Prayer
meetings were regularly advertised in local newspapers, including Hillyer' s Courier.
Many of the prayer meetings reported on were non-denominational in attendance, and
often held on days other than the Sabbath, which is indicative of an increase in support of
religious activity. At the Methodist and Presbyterian churches there were daily prayer
meetings in the evening open to the public. 76 Not all of Natchez ' churches opened their
doors daily for worship, but this is not to say that other denominations refrained from

74 Reverend Arthur Howard Noll, "Bishop Otey as Provisional Bishop of Mississippi,"
Publications ofthe Mississippi Historical Society voL III ( 1 900), 1 3 9- 1 45 .
7 5 [Natchez] Weekly Courier., 5 May 1 85 8 .
7 6 Ibid.
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similar events.

Trinity Episcopal Church held an event on a Sunday afternoon, which

targeted the young men of Natchez, and at which a special preacher officiated.

77

Benevolence & Reform in Natchez

As the political, economic, and social center of Mississippi throughout much of
the antebellum period, many voluntary associations and benevolence societies made
Natchez their home.

Natchezites were strongly attracted to voluntary associations from

early in their history. Clubs and societies for a variety of purJ>oses were established early
in the second decade of the nineteenth century. Most of these groups were established by
elite members of society, and catered to topics important to them.

These included the

Natchez Agricultural Society and the Washington Lyceum, both focused on intellectual
and economic matters.
Of particular interest to the present discussion are those voluntary associations
belonging to what John Kuykendall termed the "Benevolent Empire" in his book

Southern Enterprize. The American Bible Society (ABS) and American Tract Society
(ATS) both established state level chapters in Natchez during the early antebellum
period, the ABS in 1 8 1 6 and the ATS in 1 828.

78

Being the flagship auxiliaries, the

success of these Natchez-based organizations can be as much a barometer for the
religiosity of Mississippi as that of Natchez.

However, the following discussion will be

focused toward the latter, as in subsequent years other auxiliaries would be established in
other regions of the state.

77 Ibid., 1 2 May 1 85 8 .
7 8 The American Tract Society, lhe Fourth Annual Report of the American Tract Society, (New
York: American Tract Society, 1 829); The American Bible Society, lhe Third Annual Report of the
A merican Bible Society, (New York: American Bible Society, 1 8 1 8).
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The Natchez auxiliary of the American B ible Society is first mentioned in the
national society ' s annual report of 1 8 1 8, which stated that it had been formed in 1 8 1 6 .
Listed as members were the Reverend Daniel Smith, minister at First Presbyterian
Church and the society ' s corresponding secretary, and a single subscriber, William B .
Noyes, a charter member of the same congregation .

considered the Natchez auxiliary the flagship for the entire state, it having been the first
organized, and likely due to its location . 79
Despite its prominent location at Natchez, and designation as the State auxiliary,
the Mississippi Bible Society was in the beginning at best a small-scale effort with little
in the way of local support.

in existence, the Mississippi Bible Society contributed only four hundred dollars in
donations to the American B ible Society, and remitted no funds for books received.
In

80

its fifth year, 1 82 1 , the secretary of the Mississippi B ible Society reported to

the American B ible Society that, in order to increase support for their eff01is the society
would begin holding regular meetings and "take active measures to obtain subscriptions
to the society."

81

However, their numbers never amounted to anything more than a

handful of clergy and few others. Their report sent for the year 1 823 lamented that
large number of subscription papers had been sent to "agents and friends" and none
been returned, nor any donations received.

79
80

82

!,l,

The board of directors and local membership consisted

mostly of local ministers, and a small number of the local gentry. In its first seven years

81

l

The American B ible Society

82

American Bible Society, The Third Annual Report ofthe American Bible Society, 1 8 1 8.
The American Bible Society, A nnual Report of the American Bible Society, 1 8 1 6- 1 823 .
Ibid., Fifth A nnual Report of the American Bible Society, 1 82 1 .
American Bible Society, Seventh Anmwl Report of the American Bible Society, 1 823
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Several auxiliaries of the American Tract Society were established in and around
Natchez during the 1 820s, beginning in 1 827 with the Washington Female Tract Society,
about six miles to the east. By 1 83 0 Natchez had two auxiliaries, the Mississippi Branch
and the Natchez Women' s Tract Society. Unlike the Mississippi Bible Society, the local
tract societies had rather active members, although their numbers were only marginally
larger. Annually the two member societies at Natchez remitted funds to the American
Tract Society for tracts distributed or sold, as well as donations of surplus funds, although
the latter occurred with less frequency. 83
During the antebellum period, Mississippi was home to thirty-two auxiliaries of
the American Bible and Tract Societies, four of which were located in Natchez. Each
organization maintained a flagship office in Natchez, and during the latter years of the
period, local auxiliaries were also established. Natchez, by virtue of its population, as
well as the inclusion of flagship offices brought in large amounts of money to these
benevolent organizations. Donations trickled in during the early years, but beginning in
the 1 83 0s the trickle became a steady stream. From 1 829 until 1 853 the "Mississippi"
auxiliaries of the American Bible and American Tract Societies took in donations and
remittances amounting to $ 1 ,222 and $3,933 respectively, and the local auxiliaries, the
Natchez Bible Society and the Natchez Female Tract Society of $3,085 and $79. This is
almost half of the total revenues brought in by operations in the state. 84
Natchezites were fairly liberal in making donations to the benevolent reform
organizations, but not big joiners. Through the same time period as the greatest sums qf

83 American B ible Society, Annual Report of the American Bible Society, 1 8 1 8-1 860.
84 The American B ible Society, Annual Report of the American Bible Society, 1 829- 1 8 5 3 ; The
American Tract Society, Annual Report of the American Tract Society, 1 829- 1 85 3 .
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money were being given to the American Tract and Bible Societies, very few people
j oined the national associations, and those that did were most often clergy members and
to a great extent Presbyterians. Those that were not ministers also came largely from the
Presbyterian Church and were members of the Natchez aristocracy, among them Alvarez
Fisk and John Henderson, both wealthy merchants, Stephen Duncan a banker and state
political figure, and John Ker a planter, physician and druggist. 85 In addition to their
wealthy status, these four men also shared political leanings and benevolent enterprises in
common as they were all Whig activists and founding members of the Mississippi
. .
86
C o l omzat10n s oc1ety.
.
B eing comparatively late in formation in 1 832, the American Home Missionary
Society did not have an auxiliary at Natchez, or even the State of Mississippi. This i s not
to say that Natchez-ites were anti-mission in their theological and ecclesiastical outlook.
An attempt by hard-shell, or anti-mission Baptists to take over Wall Street Baptist Church
failed, causing the congregation to close for several years until the movement died. 87
Although national benevolence organizations received only tepid support in Natchez,
local societies received greater support.
The nineteenth-century movement towards perfectionism was not lost on the
populace of Natchez, where several benevolent reform efforts were under way. We have
already discussed the labors of the Mississippi Bible and Tract Societies, the wellorganized sectarian groups of national prominence. In addition to these organizations,

85

Ibid.; First Presbyterian Church (Natchez) Record Book, Mississippi Department of Archives

and History, Jackson, MS.
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Natchez Courier & Journal, 27 January 1 837.
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Z.T. Leavell and T.J. Bailey, A
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there were individuals in the community that attempted to spark community reform on
their own, in particular the editors of two Natchez newspapers, Andrew Marschalk of the
Mississippi State Gazette and Giles M. Hillyer of the Natchez Courier. Throughout the

antebellum period, and especially during the decade of the 1 820s these papers published
dozens of articles relating either directly to reform efforts, particularly temperance, or as
advocates in defense of the church and church doctrine.
Temperance was a hot topic in antebellum Natchez, particularly during the rough
frontier years of the 1 820s and early 1 83 0s. Both Marschalk' s Gazette and Hillyer' s
Courier regularly published items regarding this topic, although the tone and content of

their pieces differed greatly. Marschalk, however, was more intent on effecting reform
with his newspaper as the vehicle for change. B etween 1 82 0 and 1 823 his weekly paper
published eight long essays, the sole topic of which were temperance, expounding on the
evils of drink, and the horrid effects it had on the individual, as well as society . In one
piece Marschalk scolded drinkers as a whole, but targeted those in the working class
most.
Whiskey, the great destroyer of health and happiness, is too cheap . The labouring
classes of citizens, which form a considerable portion of every community,
generally make it their constant drink, and for a few cents they can become
intoxicated . . .
This subj ect is infintely [sic] more important than m any are induced to suppose.
If they will but for a moment consider the matter, they will find that every good

I
I
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man is bound to aid in stemming the torrent o f deterioration created by whiskey
and which threatens to overwhelm the community . . .

51

We have some curious calculations on hand setting forth the immense, the truly
immense mass of money which is annually and uselessly expended in spiritous
liquors, and which, if applied to purposes of education, would pay for the
instruction of the many thousand children who are now abandoned by their
mtemperate parents.
•

88

Marschalk viewed the vice problem in Natchez as the effect of readily available
alcohol combined with the large working class in the city. The combination of transient
boatmen and inexpensive liquor fueled a cycle of pauperism, and he called on the betterheeled folk of the town to bring the problem under control. Over the course of the next
two years, Marschalk continued his crusade against drink, publishing many more articles
expounding on the injurious nature of alcohol. He pulled choice temperance lectures
from newspapers nationwide. In an article from Baltimore Federal Republic republished
in the Mississipp i State Gazette, the author attributes other social ills to the use of
alcoholic beverages; chief among them was poverty. The article tells a proverbial story
of a lamentable drunkard who spends what little he has at the grog shop rather than
feeding his "hapless wife" and his "half starved children." 89 Other examples were
republished from newspapers in Wilmington, Delaware and Saratoga, New York. 90
The Courier seemed to be content with reporting on temperance topics, informing
the public about events such as lectures that occurred in Natchez and abroad, or the
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establishment of reform organizations like the Sons of Temperance in 1 85 8 . Hillyer' s
notes .on temperance took a bright, triumphant tohe of the good that came to those who
88

89

90

Mississippi State Gazette, 7 July 1 82 1 .
(Natchez) Mississippi State Gazette, 8 April 1 820.
Ibid., 27 May 1 82 0 .
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listened, the prosperity that awaited the temperate society, and passed on interesting notes
on temperance efforts from other parts of.the country, such as this note from New York
published in 1 85 8 :
A "Christian Grocery"

A man in Lockport N.Y., has opened a "Christian Grocery." He states, a
explanation of this singular heading, that he has opened a shop for the dispensation
of a "little wine," and other kinds of spirits for the stomach's sake, "and that he
wished to make it a Christian shop, and wished to accommodate Christian
customers, he would take for his pay considering the hard times, all kinds of
Christian books, tracts &c. 9 1
The difference in tone and substance between Marschalk and Hillyer signals a
change in the level of vice in Natchez from the 1 820s to the 1 850s. The frontier culture
of the community was largely in the past, as was its importance as a political and
economic center. Population fluctuations had subsided, and even seasonal changes due to
cotton transport were far less extreme.

Changes in transportation were partially

responsible for this evolution in Natchez society.

The growth of steamboats made

flatboats largely unnecessary for transportation of goods down river, these being a major
generator of the transient population of single men that enj oyed the vices of Natchez
under-the-hill. 92 It is possible that as river traffic changed this population grew smaller,
and vice became less prevalent in Natchez, which would explain the militancy of
Marschalk' s statements about widespread pauperism during the 1 820s, and Hillyer' s
softer language of benevolent reform in the 1 85 0s.
9 1 (Natchez) Weekly Courier, 6 January 1 85 8 .
92 Moore, The Emergence of the Cotton Kingdom in the Old Southwest, 1 57.
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During the early decades poor relief in Natchez was the purview of the local
government' s "overseers of the poor." 93 In 1 8 1 6 a group of local prominent women of
Natchez established the Natchez Women ' s Charitable Society a s a private means to
remedy some of the problems associated with poverty .

Among the women who

established the Women' s Charitable Society were Elizabeth Tichenor, the wife of a local
banker; Mrs . Samuel Walker, the mother of Robert Walker who would become a
powerful attorney and a philanthropist in his own right; and Mrs. Daniel Smith, wife of
the Presbyterian minister. 94 The constitution of the Women ' s Charitable Society stated
as its main purpose the education of orphan children, with surplus funds going to supply
orphans and widows with relief.

The women exercised complete control over their

organization, which consisted of a schoolhouse initially and eventually an orphanage.
Most of their funding came from donations "begged

&

borrowed," as well as state funds

raised through a tax on billiard tables, passed in 1 850. 95
In the course of a town meeting during the yellow fever epidemic of 1 85 3 , the
attendees created the Natchez (male) Charitable Society to provide relief for the sick and
indigent. All citizens were requested to assist the organization when able, and that all
local physicians were asked to report to the association for briefings on new cases of
illness. 96 The Charitable Association worked in conjunction with the Female Charitable

93

AN ACT to amend chapter twenty-three of the Revised Code so far as regards the County of

Adams.
94 Natchez

Female Charitable Society, Natchez Female Charitable Society Constitution ( 1 8 1 6 )

95

Natchez Orphan Asylum, A nnual Report, 9-26 i n Sparks, O n Jordan 's Stormy Banks, 5 1 -52.
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Natchez Charitable Society, Minutes.
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Society, to include sending orphans to the Asylum run by the women, as well as
providing the Asylum ' s charges with medical care. 97
The Charitable Association provided services through large donations made by its
primary members on the board of directors, Robert Walker, a Mr. Vennigerholtz and a
Mr. George W. Koontz. In addition to provision of medical services to the sick during
fever outbreaks, the Charitable Association also temporarily housed orphans, conducted a
city census and purchased a fire engine for the city. 98
Members of the Charitable Association included some of the most affluent of
society including merchant James Carradine, who in 1 860 owned eighteen thousand
dollars in real estate. 99 Of the sixty individuals on the membership roll from 1 85 3 , five
were leading merchants or traders, four were employed in local or state government,
including one Natchez legislator and one state Supreme Court justice, as well as several
plantation owners. 1 00 Other local charitable societies in Natchez included the German
Benevolence Society and St. Mary ' s Orphan Asylum, a charitable arm of St. Mary ' s
Catholic Church.
It is clear that voluntarism and benevolence in Natchez were almost solely the

sphere of the wealthy, and among them it was a family affair, as husbands and wives
were both involved in societies organized along the lines of gender.

Many Natchez

voluntary associations had several members in common leading to the conclusion that for

97 Ibid.
98 Ibid.
99 James, Antebellum Natchez, 1 66 .
1 00

Members ' careers were largely derived from advertisements and articles in Natchez
newspapers. Natchez Courier, 26 February 1 85 0-23 December 1 85 1 ; (Natchez) Mississippi State Gazette,
1 January 1 820-27 December 1 823, 1 8 May 1 825-3 1 December 1 825.
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a benevolent enterprise to enjoy any measure of success it must have needed the approval
of several members of the gentry class. Most prominent among this class were four
members and two ministers of the Presbyterian Church : Gabriel Tichenor, Thomas
Henderson and Dr. John Ker, all active members of First Presbyterian, were officers and
members of Natchez' auxiliaries of the American Tract and Bible Societies. Henderson

t
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t

and Ker were also founding members of the Colonization Society in addition to being
elders in the church. The women of the Henderson, Ker and Tichenor families were also
active, Elizabeth Tichenor as a founding member of the Female Charitable Society, Jean
Henderson as Secretary of the Female Tract Society, and Mary Ker, daughter of Dr. Ker,
as a member of the Female Charitable Society. 1 0 1

Ministers were also active in

benevolence movements, however they focused their influence only on religious matters.
Again, Presbyterians were prominent, with three ministers from that denomination, the
Reverends, Daniel Smith, J. J. Van Court and George Potts all of whom were members or

I

officers in the Mississippi B ible and Tract Societies. 1 02
Ministers and laity from denominations other than Presbyterian were far less
involved in large-scale benevolent affairs at Natchez, begging the question : Why?
Within the Mississippi Conference of the Baptist Church there were denominational
efforts with similar ends to those expressed by national organizations like the American
Bible and Tract Societies. Their members were encouraged to donate to these efforts
rather than non-denominational organizations.

The Union Association and the

Mississippi Baptist Convention discussed possibly working in cooperation with the
national associations.
101

1 02

However, in order to become full auxiliaries within these

American B ible Society, Fifth Annual Report of the American Bible Society ( 1 82 1 ).
Ibid., American Tract Society, Seventh Annual Report of the American Tract Society ( 1 832).
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organizations required that any surplus funds be sent as donations to the national
treasury. 1 03 Such a stipulation dissuaded denominational organizations from joining, as
their surplus funds were expected to remain for local use. Methodists refrained from
joining the Bible and Tract Societies due to denominational, and later sectional, distrust.
Both organizations ' origins grew out of the northeastern United States, and began as
congregational enterprises heavily supported by Presbyterian churches. Methodists were
distrustful of said organizations as spreading Presbyterianism, and/or Northern ideals.
Conclusions Regarding Natchez

Natchez was similar in many ways to other cities of the United States that
experienced great social upheaval due to Second Great Awakening and related
movements such as revivalism . However, attempts at establishing churches, much less
benevolent reform efforts, went almost wholly unnoticed by a maj ority of the population.
Churches labored for decades to build congregations able to sustain themselves under the
strain of disinterest.
When compared to a city like Rochester, New York, another city tied to related
economies of large-scale agriculture and transportation, the differences in religious
history are striking.

Both cities had a similar social structure of elite, middle class, and

transient working folk. Both had problems with vice among the lower classes and had
organizations that worked to mitigate their effects. Both were visited in their early years

1 03
The American Bible Society, The Manual of the A merican Bible Society, (New York: The
American B ible Society Press, 1 87 1 ), 74; The constitution of the American Bible Society, as reprinted in
the 1 871 manual of the American Bible Society states : "No Society can be considered as having become
Auxiliary until it shall have officially communicated to the Parent Society, that its sole object is to promote
the circulation of the Holy Scriptures without note or comment; and that it will place its surplus revenue,
afer supplying its own district with the Scriptures, at the disposal of the American Bible Society, as long as
it shall remain thus connected with it."
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by preeminent evangelists in Charles Grandison Finney and Lorenzo Dow. So what is it
that set these two seemingly similar cities on different paths with regard to religion? 1 04
Aside from the obvious difference between North and South, slavery, the first
place to look for differences is in Natchez culture, which was one of elite paternalism and
segregation.

The city was separated along class lines, manifested physically in two

towns, On-Top-of-the-Hill, and Under-the-Hill. 1 05 The elite of the city did not see the
vices of the lower classes in the lower town, and were disinterested in changing what
happened outside of their circle.

Furthermore, elite Natchezites engaged in similar

behaviors to their lower-class neighbors, drinking madiera wine instead of whiskey, and
gambling on horse races rather than card games or dice.
Natchez exceptionalism also stems from the fact that during much of the
antebellum period, it was not just a commercial city . Natchez was the seat of territorial
and state government until 1 824, giving the citizens an alternative means to deal with
behaviors

seen

as detrimental to the society. When Natchezites decided in the 1 820s and

1 83 0s to tame the part of town Under-the-Hill, rather than j oining with evangelicals,
citizens simply petitioned the legislature with their grievances. Through the legislature,
l aws were passed making the costs of running gambling establishments prohibitive
.
through taxes on 1.1quor an d gammg l"1censes . 1 06

1 04
Paul E. Johnson has written one of the best books on antebellum reform movements and the
Second Great A wakening in which he studies the topic as it occurred in Rochester, New York. Paul E.
Johnson, A Shopkeeper 's Millennium: Society and Revivals in Rochester, New York, 1815-183 7 (New
York: Hill and Wang, 1 978).
1 05

Henry Ker, Travels Through the Western Interior of the United States, 1808-1 816 (Elizabeth,
NJ: Publisher Unknown, 1 8 1 6), 1 6 quoted in James, Antebellum Natchez, 1 68 .
1 06
An Act to amend an act entitled An Act to Regulate the Mode of obtaining license to sell
vinous and Spirituous L iquors, 3 March 1 852; An Act in Relation to Taxes on Billiard Tables, 16 February
1 83 8 .
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In 1 79 8 Natchez was reborn under a new government, but remained much the
same as it had been under Spanish rule. One of the greatest differences in governance
was reli gious toleration, with the exception of the public ' s antagonism toward
C atholicism, although this intolerance was social rather statutory. With a blank slate to
work with, it is not surprising that Protestant denominations arrived to build this segment
of society that had been ignored for several decades.
Given the void to be filled in such a large city, it is strange that the process of
parish building took as long as it did, nearly forty years for all of the predominant
denominations to build sustainable congregations. During a time period when religious
pursuits were growing throughout the nation, Natchez remained largely unaffected by
movements toward church growth and building until near the end when the outside
pressures of impending national schism finally pushed its citizens into the pews for union
prayer meetings.
Interestingly, Natchez' growth as a home for religious benevolence followed the
reverse traj ectory of its statewide political and economic importance. It was following
the loss of the state capitol in 1 824 that the Methodist and Baptist churches were able to
finally establish themselves in the city, and that donations to maj or benevolent
organizations began to increase .

These cultural legacies remained after demographic

shifts brought a more socially balanced population.

Hence, the growth of voluntary

associations for purposes other than political, leisure or intellectual pursuits, were largely
retarded.
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Chapter III
Modernity versus Evangelical Revival : Vicksburg, 1 8 1 0-1 860

For a city founded by the families of two prominent ministers of the Methodist
faith, it is indeed surprising that during its first three decades of existence, Vicksburg
would be a place nearly void of religious fervor. Methodists, the most egalitarian in their
style of worship and content of theology, would not have imagined that the seeds they
sowed along the banks of the Mississippi would result in weak vines easily buried by
king cotton. However, the first settlers did not choose who would follow them to the
bluffs of the Walnut Hills that overlooked the Mississippi River.

The influx of

population which followed the Choctaw land cessions of 1 820 and 1 830, and the cotton
boom that resulted, created in the city an environment with little outward signs of
Christian faith.
Territorial Vicksburg

Vicksburg grew out of a region along the Mississippi River known as the Walnut
Hi lls, first settled during the last decades of the eighteenth century before the Spanish
ceded control to the United States in 1 798.

Geographically and topographically, the

region had the characteristics of a successful river town; high ground protected much of
the area from spring floods and fertile soil abounded. The earliest visitors to the region
often remarked as to its near perfect suitability for placing a town. Christian Schultz Jr. ,
a land speculator and investor stated in his travel j ournal : "these hills are the finest
situation for a town I have yet seen on the Mississippi. They are of an eligible height, the
ascent easy, the soil luxuriant, and the climate the most temperate on the river." 1 The first

1 Christian Schultz, Jr., Travels on an Inlands Voyage Through the States ofNew- York,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennessee, and Through the Territories of Indians, Louisiana,
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settlers to Walnut Hills engaged in frontier style subsistence agriculture mixing livestock
and subsistence crops .

Lacking any infrastructure t o transport surplus t o market and

competition from other regions of the country, farmers produced mainly for themselves
and for trade with their neighbors. 2
The introduction of two inventions ushered in modernity into the Mississippi
River Valley and contributed to transforming the Walnut Hills from a sleepy hamlet into
a commercial powerhouse. In 1 795 John Barclay transformed agriculture in the region
when he built the first cotton gin in the Walnut Hills. To this point very little cotton had
been grown in the region, just enough to trade with neighbors or use for making
homespun clothing. However, with the introduction of the cotton gin many of the area' s
larger land-holders shifted from subsistence to staple farming. The arrival of the first
steamboat from New Orleans was the second landmark important to the growth of
Vicksburg as a regional hub for both incoming and outgoing trade.
In the early nineteenth century immigration into the region accelerated and
brought about the establishment of Warren County in 1 8 1 0, and the eventual county seat,
Vicksburg in 1 8 1 4 (Vicksbur.g would not receive an official legislative charter as a town
until 1 82 5 and county seat until 1 83 6) . The transition among Walnut Hills farmers from
subsistence agriculture to plantation agriculture precipitated the influx of immigrants to
the region. The population of the once small river county grew at a pace nearly double
that of the state.

Between 1 8 1 0 and 1 820 WaiTen County gained more than fifteen

Mississippi and New-Orleans; Performed in the Years 1 808 and 1818; including a Tour ofNearly Six
Thousand Miles ( 1 8 1 8 , reprint, Ridgewood, NJ: Gregg Press, 1 968), 2 : 1 27 (page citations are to reprint
edition), quoted in Christopher Charles Morris, "Town and Country in the Old South: Vicksburg and
Warren County, Mississippi, 1 770- 1 860," PhD. Dissertation, University of Florida, 1 99 1 , 280.
2

Morris, "Town and Country in the Old South," 88-89.
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hundred new residents, a robust 1 4 1 % growth rate. Warren Country would continue this
pattern through 1 840, after which its growth would level off just before surpassing
Natchez as the largest city in the state. 3
Two important families to settle in the area were the Vicks and Gibsons, both
headed by Methodist minister patriarchs. Each family had roots in the South and had
traveled to Mississippi with members settling in both Natchez and the Walnut Hills.
Tobias Gibson was an eager young Methodist minister from South Carolina, and close
friend of Francis Asbury, a founding father of the Methodist Church. Gibson accepted
Asbury ' s charge to attend to the religious growth in the Natchez district, which included
Vicksburg. Embarking from South Carolina for his new home in 1 799, Gibson traveled
by horseback to Nashville, from whence he made the remainder of the journey by canoe. 4
As the first circuit rider and minister to the state, Gibson, now reunited with many old
family members who had come to settle on newly procured family lands, organized the
first services held by a Methodist minister in Mississippi. 5
Newitt Vick also began his trek westward from the Old South, beginning in
Virginia, and stopping for a few years near Natchez in Jefferson County. 6 Vick removed
to the Walnut Hills region in 1 8 1 2, and settled on a large tract of land, part of which
would become Vicksburg. Newitt Vick had a similar vision to that of Christian Schultz
and in 1 8 1 9 surveyed streets and lots for sale. He only sold one lot before he died, but

3 United States Census, 1 820- 1 840.
4 Biographical and Historical Memoirs ofMississippi, 1 63 , 362.
5 Morris, "Town and Country in the Old South , 24 1 -242.
"

6 Ibid., 237.
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the remainder moved soon after; his family named the town for him. Six years later in
1 825 Vicksburg received its charter from the state legislature.
The first settlers to the Walnut Hills region were not without religion although
some believed them to be. Launer Blackman, a Methodist missionary who arrived in the
area about 1804 stated : "The old settlers [are] so rich they are above religion and religion
is above them. " 7 This however was not the case initially as the wealthiest among the
settlers set aside parcels of their property to erect churches, or donated their resources for
the same purposes including Newitt Vick who built a church on his estate in which he
preached to neighbors. 8 By 18 18 a group of Baptists had organized

a

parish at Antioch to

the north and west of the Walnut Hills. However, the strength of conviction carried by
the earliest settlers to Vicksburg would not continue through the next decade as the
population of Vicksburg grew on the back of a booming cotton economy. As late as
1826 a local newspaper noted : "We have no church in our place, but we calculate to have
a bank soon." 9 The economy having diversified, the roots were set for a most successful
Mississippi River boomtown.
In 183 0 the Choctaw Indians ceded the remainder of their lands to the United
States, which opened the door for a torrent of immigrants looking to find cheap land.
Historian Randy Sparks has noted that the Mississippi Territory "had all the attributes of
a frontier as well as the accompanying problems and opportunities" 10 and that

7

Sparks,

8

Morris . , "Town and Country in the Old South," 256 .

9

(Vicksburg)

On Jordan 's Stormy Banks, 11.

The Republican, 8 March 1826, quoted in William H. Bunch Jr. , "A History o f

Warren County , Mississippi t o 1860," M.A . Thesis, Mississippi College, 1965, 6 0 .
10

Sparks,

On Jordan 's Stormy Banks, 77.
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evangelicals "were shocked by the mad scramble for riches." 1 1

He quotes a religious

periodical as saying, "Mississippi will not much longer deposit her religion in cotton
bales." 1 2

The immigrants that flooded up the Mississippi River t o the Walnut Hills

region came from all over the country. The growth of plantation agriculture in the fertile
hills attracted the attention of emigres from the old southern states, many moving from
the crowded plantation lands in South Carolina and Georgia. Meanwhile, traders and
merchants moved from northern seaports. As early as 1 83 0 more than thirty thousand
bales of cotton departed out of Vicksburg' s docks from beyond the county lines. When
the county balance of power shifted during the 1 830s the original Warren County seat,
Warrenton, began to lose its service businesses to Vicksburg. 1 3
The growth of plantation agriculture in the region surrounding Vicksburg spurred
growth in the town as well . Vicksburg quickly became the transportation center for the
region. Entrepreneurs in the town were not content with being the hub for the immediate
surrounding region. In order to increase their share of the cotton trade down-river the
citizens of Vicksburg, few of whom were "not engaged in commercial pursuits,"
established themselves as a stop on a railroad. 14 Through the Vicksburg and Jackson
Railroad, the commercial houses of Vicksburg shippers were able to process cotton areas
east of Jackson. The Vicksburg and Jackson began operations in 1 83 8, and according to

II

12

Ibid.
Ibid.

1 3 Morris,
14

"Town and Country in the Old South," 2 8 3 .

Vicksburg Register, 2 6 March 1 834.
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John Hebron Moore, was one of the most "economically significant" railroads established
in Mississippi. 1 5
I n the first address t o the Mississippi Baptist Convention in 1 83 6 the speaker
,lamented the "tide of emigration setting in with such rapidity upon our State, from almost
every direction . A population as heterogeneous and unsettled as is generally found in
. .

every new country, possesses, but too often, the elements of civil discord and
destruction-elements which may work incalculable mischief, unless seasonably curbed
by the influence of the Gospel ."

16

Popular perceptions of Vicksburg throughout the

nation were similar to those of the speaker at the Baptist convention of 1 83 7 . A "Letter
from Mississippi" republished in the

Vicksburg Register

gives a similar account of a town

that lacked the most important cultural aspects of a civilized society: religion and art. On

I

the subj ect of religion the author states :

I

I next seek for evidence of a religious disposition in the community, and with the
exception of a few devoted men belonging to the Methodist itinerancy, and I
believe their number is quite small, I am pointed to one worthy self-denying
young man, who is suppmiing himself in part, out of his own funds, and this
notwithstanding his time and talents, which are quite respectable, are devoted to
the labours of the ministry. In these remarks I allude to men who devote the
whole of their time to preaching the gospel. There are a number of preachers of
different denominations, in thi s county engaged in the practice of medicine and
law, in merchandising and planting, who are men of very respectable talents that
15

John Hebron Moore,

16

Mississippi Baptist Convention,

The Emergence ofthe Cotton Kingdom in the Old Southwest: Mississippi,

1 770-1860 (Baton Rouge, LA: Louisiana State University Press, 1 9 8 6), 1 64 .

First Annual Report of the Mississippi Baptist Convention,

(Natchez: Mississippi B aptist Convention, 1 837), 1 0 .
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preach occasionally, with what degree o f efficiency or usefulness I am unable to
say. But when I spe ak of the CLERGY of a country, I mean that portion of its
citizens whose time and talents are devoted solely to the gospel ministry. 1 7
The author' s explanation for the lack of high culture, such as the fine or performing arts,
in Vicksburg alludes to the motivations drawing migrants to the city, that of the
possibility of amassing a fortune through cotton agriculture or associated commercial
ventures.
[T]he extraordinary facilities for accumulating wealth in this county - and the
same remark, with some qualification, may be applied to all the river counties has caused every other consideration to dwindle into insignificance; insomuch
that it is almost impossible to interest the people in any subj ect, except it is
connected with making DOLLARS AND CENTS . 1 8
Religion in Vicksburg

The story of religious life in Vicksburg is one of starts and stops with
corresponding gains and losses. The big three evangelical denominations of the Christian
church all attempted to set roots in Vicksburg.

Methodist, Baptist and Presbyterian

churches were all established in the region, yet all met with minimal success throughout
the antebellum period. The Great Awakening that flourished throughout much of the
United States to include the South, did not take hold in the fertile alluvial soil of the
Walnut Hills. A full twenty years after the town was first conceived, and nearly ten years
after it received an official charter from the state, Vicksburg had only two church
buildings in 1 834, and it would be another ten years before the four maj or American
17

Vicksburg Register, 26 March 1 834.

18

Ibid.
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denominations : Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian, and Episcopalian, had established
parishes in town.
Methodists in Vicksburg

Before Newitt Vick took the first measurement fo r the streets of his future city,
there had been two Methodist congregations in Warren County, Hopewell at Warrenton
established in 1 808 and Redbone established 1 8 1 4 . 1 9

Neither of these locations had

permanent ministers. Rather both were infrequent stops for an itinerant serving out of
Natchez. But despite their itinerant status, these locations received visits from some of
the more prominent Methodists ministers of the day. Tobias Gibson, the first Methodist
minister to the area, made regular visits to the parishes. It must have been a treat for the
congregants to be in attendance at a prayer meeting led by the spiritual grandson of John
Wesley and spiritual son of Francis Asbury .
In 1 820, the Reverend John Lane, son-in-law to Newitt Vick, and executor (and
main beneficiary) of his will, donated a plot of land for the erection of a Methodist
Church.

20

This lot stood empty for twelve years before its purpose was fulfilled. In the

meantime the Reverend Lane held services at the local courthouse, sharing the room with
the Baptists on Sundays, and later in a hotel owned by a local Methodist minister. The
Methodist quarterly meetings of 1 832 were held at the local courthouse, only months
2
before construction was completed on the church building. 1 In November of that year,
the Mississippi Conference of the Methodist Church held its meetings in Vicksburg,
1 9 Works Progress Administration, "Warren County Historical Research Project Assignment
Number 26." Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Jackson, MS .
20

Mary Brooke, "Vicksburg Historical and Beautiful," Circle Number 1 , Presbyterian Auxiliary,
Vicksburg, Mississippi, Vicksburg Public Library, 7; Bunch, "A History of Warren County, Mississippi to
1 860," 60.
2 1 Vicksburg Advocate and Register, 30 August 1 832.
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presumably at the new church building since there is no mention of th e Court House in
published announcements. 22
The fantastic growth of Vicksburg during the 1 820s led the Methodist General
)
Conference to remove the Vicksburg congregation from the Warren Circuit in 1 83 0 and
elevate it to full membership in the Mississippi Conference of the Methodist Church.
During the last two years of its status as a circuit congregation, the Vicksburg Methodist
Church was assigned to John G. Jones, a young itinerant in the Mississippi Conference.
His tenure may have been one of the most important with regard to increasing the number
of parish members. Jones added several prominent Vicksburg families to membership,
the Lums, Wrens, Gillespies, and Whitakers. 2 3
Vicksburg' s weekly newspapers commonly announced who would be preaching
in the coming weeks. If these notices were published only when ordained ministers were
to be presiding over Sunday services, it seems that the services of a full time minister
were irregular for some time following the church ' s transition to a station in 1 83 0 . In
1 83 6 four different ministers presided over services at the Vicksburg Methodist Church the Reverends, John Lane, Thomas C . Brown, Mr. Lynch, and W.H. Hammett - and did
so on only eight occasions between March and December. 24
Because the parish at Vicksburg grew at such a slow pace it was not until the late
antebellum period that it took an active role in external benevolence, reform and
proselytizing.

Internally, efforts were made for the perpetuation of the congregation

22 Vicksburg Advocate and Register, 8 November 1 83 2 .
2 3 Jones, A Complete History ofMethodism, 1 4 3 .
2 4 Vicksburg Register, 1 0 March 1 836, 1 6 June 1 836, 30 June 1 83 6 , 7 July 1 836, 1 4 July 1 836, 1 1
August 1 836, 29 December 1 836, 5 January 1 837.
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through its children by way of Sunday School classes. By the 1 840s the Methodists had
outgrown their first building in Vicksburg, so on a plot of land donated by J.W. Vick and
his wife, a new edifice was built, much of which was paid for by a generous donation of
$ 1 0,000 from Samuel Lum.

When the new church was completed in 1 849, the old

building was given to the slave members of the parish. The annual c onference of the
Mississippi Conference of the Methodist Church noted the consecration of the new
church at Vicksburg by William Winans among the most notable events for that year. 25
By the 1 850s the Methodist church in Vicksburg had reached the point where its
ministries were directed outwards, rather than just local in scope. The parish established
a Methodist bookstore in town, managed by H. H. Montgomery, supported the
dissemination of books and tracts through the Vicksburg Book and Tract Society and
gave financial support, through the Conference, to a missionary to China. 26
Vicksburg tended to attract some of the theological "rock-stars" of the Methodist
denomination. This is ironic given the relative secularism of the city, but speaks to the
important place many outsiders viewed the city as occupying. In addition to the attention
given the parish in its early years by Lorenzo Dow, later religious luminaries also tended
to gravitate to Vicksburg ' s riverbanks. The Reverend Doctor C.

K.

Marshall who would

go on to found C entenary College in Mississippi (which later moved to northern
Louisiana) was for a time the minister assigned to the Vicksburg parish. While there he
was called upon by other churches to preach, including at the dedication of a new church
in Brookhaven, Copiah County, Mississippi. 27 As stated earlier, the Reverend William

·

25

Cain, Methodism in the Mississippi Conference, 40.

26

Vicksburg Whig, 23 November 1 85 9 .
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Winans also attended to the Vicksburg parish, and preached at the dedication of their new
building in 1 849 .
Baptists in Vicksburg

The Baptists were the first to establish regular parishes in Warren County in 1 8 1 8,
however they did not attempt to build a parish in Vicksburg until 1 83 8 , thirteen years
after the town was founded and two years after it became the Warren County seat. "The
First Annual Report of the Board" of the Mississippi Baptist Convention stated finding a
minister for Vicksburg was of great importance, as the board believed "the materials
[were then] gathered for the establishment of a church." 2

8

The parish was a missionary

location established by the church at · Antioch Baptist, and for two years one minister
attended to both churches. In 1 840 the fifty-nine members of First Baptist Church of
Vicksburg received their first full-time minister, the Reverend Ralph N. Prentice. 2 9
Services were held in the courthouse as no building had yet been procured. Prentice ' s
time at FirstBaptist was cut short, however, a s h e died the same year that h e arrived. It
would be another three years before First Baptist would have a new full-time minister.
According to Baptist historians Z. T. Leavell and T. J. Bailey, the Mississippi Baptist
Convention of 1 84 1 recognized the dearth of Baptist representation in the major cities of
Mississippi, and identified building a church in Vicksburg specifically (along with
Natchez and Jackson) as a major priority. 30

27 Vicksburg Whig, 1 September 1 85 8 .
28 Mississippi Baptist Convention, First Annual Report of the Board ofthe Mississippi Baptist
Convention (Natchez: Mississippi Baptist Convention, 1 837), 9.
29 (Vicksburg) Tri- Weekly Whig, 28 August 1 840.
30 Leavell and Bailey, A Complete History ofMississippi Baptists, 84-8 5 .
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In February 1 843 the Reverend Norman H. Wood took over. It was during his
tenure that the congregation began to show signs of life.

Within three months the

congregation had raised enough money to purchase land on which to build a permanent
church and later opened a bookstore for the propagation of the Gospel with money
donated by the convention of 1 84 3 . With the sectional schism of the Baptist community
over the issue of slavery in 1 845, the churches of Warren County, Antioch, Flower Hill
(established a year before the mission to Vicksburg), and First Baptist, all joined the
S outhern B aptist Convention and formed the Central Association with the other
Mississippi members in November of that same year. 3 1 When Reverend Wood resigned
in 1 846, the church membership had grown to over one hundred fifty and, he wrote to his
replacement, "they have a beautiful house of worship under construction, and centrally
located. When finished, it will be one of the most beautiful in the south. It seems to me
that this church is destined to be one of the most influential in the state." 32
Everything had been going well for the Baptist congregants in Vicksburg for the
preceding three years, and their departing minister had high hopes for their future.
Reverend W. Carey Crane must have atTived with hopes of continuing the progress begun
by his predecessor. He took charge of First B aptist Church in April 1 84 7. By this time
the new church building had been completed, to which the women of the congregation
contributed actively by raising funds for the new edifice. . In July the church trustees
applied for incorporation with the state. In addition to the new building, there were also

31

Ibid., 90.

32 Reverend Norman H. Wood to Reverend William Carey Crane, 28 February 1 846, quoted in
P .E. Cunningham, A History of the First Baptist Church, Vicksburg, Mississippi (Raymond, MS: Keith
Press, 1 964) 5 .
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new members, with the rolls having expanded to over two hundred fifty congregants
.
tI1e prece d mg year. 33
durmg
.
Nevertheless, Reverend Crane ' s stay at First Baptist would be a short one, as he
departed the following summer saying only that he was discouraged. While he did not
say as much, one can infer that he quickly tired of the overall lack of support for religion
in this area.

In addition to providing services at Vicksburg, Reverend Crane also

conducted or assisted in services in surrounding communities where there likely were no
pastors. Furthermore, the stream of money for the purpose of building the church had
subsided, and in 1 848, the Mississippi Baptist Convention had to provide a special one
hundred dollar appropriation in order to "sustain [their] pastor." 34 First Baptist would
remain virtually inactive for almost ten years following the departure of Reverend Crane,
who subsequently became president of the Mississippi Convention.

Several ministers

arrived and departed almost overnight during the next eight years. 35 This began another
era of leadership by itinerant ministers for First Baptist. As a result, the membership of
the church fell off slightly to two hundred four. 36

Additional monetary support

appropriations from the Mississippi Conference like the one received in 1 848 were sent
to Vicksburg in the succeeding years. However, these gifts from the conference were not
used to support the parish minister, but for the purpose of sustaining the parish. 37

33 Cunningham, A History of the First Baptist Church, Vicksburg, Mississippi, 7.
34 Mississippi Baptist Convention, Twelfth Annual Report of the Mississippi Baptist Convention,
(Mississippi : 1 848), 1 3 .
3 5 Mississippi Baptist Convention, Twentieth Annual Report of the Mississippi Baptist Convention
(Mississippi : 1 856), 1 5 .
3 6 Cunningham, A History of the First Baptist Church, Vicksburg, Mississippi, 1 1 .
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Finally, in 1 856 the Baptists of Vicksburg would receive a new full-time minister,
the Reverend D. S. Snodgrass, previously an elder in the parish.

He was supported

through a two hundred dollar appropriation by the Mississippi Baptist Convention.

38 The

following year the convention of the Central Association met in Vicksburg to give aid
and comfort to its long neglected flock there. On the occasion of the convention, other
denominations ' churches in Vicksburg opened their doors to B aptist ministers from
around the state, and allowed them to preach on the Sunday of the convention week.
Reverend Snodgrass remained there until the C ivil War, when again the church was to
close its doors due to lack of a minister; it would remain that way until 1 86 5 . 39
Presbyterians in Vicksburg

The Presbyterians were the last of the evangelical denominations to establish a
ministry in Warren County, their first attempt being at Vicksburg. 40

The First

Presbyterian Church of Vicksburg was founded in October of 1 826 and incorporated by
the legislature in 1 830, so while they may have been the last to arrive they were the first
to incorporate. However, their greater efficiency did not earn them greater success in
taming the wildness of Vicksburg.

Believing that a need existed for "higher moral

standards and religious guidance," a group of Vicksburg Presbyterians formed a church
and called a young minister, Zebulin B utler, through the dean at Princeton University.

37 Mississippi Baptist Convention, Thirteenth Annual Report of the Mississipp i Baptist
Convention, (Mississippi: 1 8 4 9) , 1 7 .
3 8 Mississippi Baptist Convention, Twentieth A nnual Report of the Mississippi Baptist Convention
(Mississippi: 1 856), 1 4 .
39

Cunningham, A History of the First Baptist Church, Vicksburg, Mississippi, 1 1

40 Donald Reno Kinsey, "The Presbyterian Church in Antebellum Mississippi," (M.A. thesis,
Mississippi College, 1 963), 4 1 , in William H. Bunch, Jr., "A History of Warren County, Mississippi to
1 860," (M.A. thesis, Mississippi College, 1 965), 63.
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B utler arrived later in the year, and preached at the courthouse on Sunday afternoons.
However, his leadership of the Vicksburg Presbyterian association would be short, as he
resigned little more than a year later "discouraged by abounding sin." 41 An idea of the
"abounding sin" alluded to by Butler can also be seen in the experience of another
Presbyterian minister in Vicksburg, Reverend George Moore.

ln 1 829 the Reverend

Moore was preaching at Vicksburg when "a group of drunken rowdies came into the
building and noisily proclaimed that they had come to stop such silly things as preaching.
They ordered Moore to step out of the pulpit, and much to their surprise he did so. He
pulled off his coat, marched down the aisle and began to pummel them right and left." 42
Over the next several years the Presbyterians of Vicksburg were without a
. minister.

However, rather than disappear they attempted to make themselves more

marketable to prospective ministers by officially incorporating with the state and
beginning the process of purchasing land on �hich to build a church. By 1 83 3

a

new

church building was complete and consecrated by none other than their prodigal preacher
Zebulin Butler, who had accepted a calling at Port Gibson, another river town about
equidistant between Vicksburg and Natchez.

During the ministerial interregnum the

Presbyterian Church relied on the work of visiting ministers.

Announcements in

Vicksburg newspapers during the period between ministers show very little in the way of
services presided over by ministers. The year with the greatest number of services was
1 836, which had three official services attended to by three different ministers. The
ministers were from surrounding cities, including Natchez, and were held either on

41 Zebulin Butler in Frank E. Everett, Jr. , A History of the First Presbyterian Church of Vicksburg
in the Nineteenth Century. (Vicksburg: privately printed, 1 980), 1 0 .
42

Sparks, On Jordan 's Stormy Banks, 1 9 .
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weekday or Sunday evenings, presumably in order to accommodate the fill-in ministers'
schedules. 43
Finally, a permanent call was accepted by the Reverend John B. Hutchinson, who
took charge in 1 83 7. 44

He remained until 1 84 1 when he accepted a call to Oakland

College, at which point the church would again endure
itinerancy that would last until 1 84 5 .

a

period of high turnover and

With the installation of the Reverend S .M.

Montgomery in 1 845, through the end of the antebellum period, and through the Civil
War, First Presbyterian Church did not want for ministerial services for long periods of
time. No gaps exist in the church ' s roll of ministers for that time, although six pastors
served the church. 45 The Presbyterian parish at Vicksburg must have been seen as more
settled by the fall of 1 85 8, as the Mississippi Synod of the Presbyterian Church met there
in November of that year. Attendance rolls from the meeting show a full contingent of
delegates from the Vicksburg parish which included a minister, A. B . Lawrence who was
elected moderator, and an elder, W. H. Stephens. 46
The history of high turnover within the churches of Vicksburg begs the question:
Why did evangelicals struggle in establishing stable ministries in Vicksburg when they
were so successful in other parts of the country? In On Jordan 's Stormy Banks, Randy
Sparks asserts that the high turnover among evangelical ministers in urban areas stemmed
from a class conflict between ministers and city elites. Quoting William Winans who
stated that his Methodist denomination had "comparatively few suitable men to fill
43 Vicksburg Register, 18 August 1 836, 20 August 1 836, 17 November 1 83 6 .
4 4 First Presbyterian Church Records, Vicksburg, Mississippi Department o f Archives and History,
Jackson, MS .
45 Ibid.
46 Vicksburg Whig, 1 December 1 85 8 .
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,.
[vacancies] ," Sparks alludes to a problem of ministerial education that arose during the
Second Great Awakening. 47
Baptists, Presbyterians, and Methodists were the most heavily reliant on the
itinerant system. While regulations regarding who could act as itinerant differed between
the three, they shared a commonality in that the majority of itinerants were single, poorly
educated young men. While expedient for the quick dissemination of church theology,
this method had its drawbacks due to the young itinerants ' lack of formal training, and no
central policies for dealing with matters of church discipline. According to Christine
Leigh Heyerman whose study Southern Cross: The Beginnings of the Bible Belt discusses
this in depth, "most of the faithful accepted the right of clergy to rule, many believed that
itinerants were too green to wield power effectively . . . and too unfamiliar with the
intricacies of local alliances and kinship networks." 48 Itinerant ministers ' lack of formal
education, especially in comparison to that of a planter elite (or the progeny of a planter
elite) created

a

degree of self-consciousness among clergy.

Some worried that in an

urban environment they "might become the object of laughter and may be [sic] of
contempt." 49
Sparks does find that there was one way in which newly arrived ministers could
gain acceptance from the elite crowd, by marrying up or buying their way into
commercial enterprises. The Reverend John Lane for instance, in 1 83 3 opened the first

47 William Winans quoted in E. Brooks Holifield, The Gentlemen Theologians: A merican
Theology in Southern Culture, I 795-1 860 (Durham, NC, 1 978), 1 7-3 1 , 39-49, quoted in Sparks, On
Jordan 's Stormy Banks, 1 02 .
48 Christine Leigh Heyrman, Southern Cross: The Beginnings of the Bible Belt (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1 997), 98-99.
49 E . G. Cook, quoted in Sparks, On Jordan 's Stormy Banks, 226 n. 3 1 .
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foundry in Warren County. 5° For most Episcopalian and Presbyterian ministers, such an
act was wholly unnecessary, and indeed it may have been unnecessary for all evangelical
ministers. Southern ministers exceeded the national average income by four times and
"distinguish[ed] them from their counterparts" in the North. 5 1 "However controversial,
such connections made these ministers even more acceptable to wealthy congregations in
cotton towns like Natchez, Port Gibson, Columbus and Vicksburg."52

Many of the

itinerants employed by the evangelical denominations, most certainly the Baptists and
Methodists, came from humbler origins than the planter elites whom they were to guide
spiritually.
The popular view of the Second Great Awakening often focuses on the work of
itinerant preachers, and organized mass worship at revivals or camp meetings. These
events were commonplace throughout the antebellum era, yet in the frontier city of
Vicksburg none occurred.

Several were held in surrounding communities such as

Amsterdam and Spring Hill in Hinds County to the east, in Carroll Parish Louisiana to
the north and west, as well as other surrounding counties. These events were advertised
in the local newspaper, like the "Union Prayer Meeting" at Amsterdam, Mississippi in
1 834,

which consisted of representatives from four evangelical denominations, Baptists,

Methodists, Presbyterians and Cumberland Presbyterians.
Vicksburg Register

Several writers to the

praised the meeting and hoped for similar meetings to be held in other

50

B unch, "A History of W arren County, Mississippi to 1860," 7 8 .
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areas of the state, resulting in a revival of religion. 53 However, such meetings were not
held in Vicksburg, and only one in close proximity ( 1 2 miles north) to the city. 54
In the stories that do exist regarding early camp meetings there are signs that their
success was limited.

Without the structure of organized churches and a population

receptive to evangelical religion, any successes would likely have been short lived, if any
would have occurred at all. During an early camp meeting in the vicinity of Vicksburg,
Lorenzo Dow took the pulpit out of necessity, rather than a genuine desire to speak.
According to accounts, a lawyer in attendance interrupted the meeting wanting to say a
few words in the middle of a minister' s sermon. After several attempts to quiet the man
down and continue with the sermon, Lorenzo Dow dramatically took charge of the
meeting and proceeded to give a lecture on the American Revolution, the responsibilities
of the members of government, then tying it together with proper behavior at a Methodist
.
.
wors h ip meetmg. 55
The seedier aspects of life in a frontier port town seem to have taken their toll on
those ministers assigned to Vicksburg churches.

During the years of growth in

Vicksburg, the percentage of nuclear family households declined rapidly from a high of
fifty percent in 1 8 1 0 to lows of thirty-seven percent in 1 83 0 and 1 840. Correspondingly
the number of single person households rose to a high of seventeen percent. 56
Additionally, as a port city, there were floating through town any number of transient
workers arriving on trading ships or from the plantations in the hinterland. Vicksburg
53 Vicksburg Register, 8 May 1 834; 19 June 1 834, 2 1 August 1 834.
54 Vicksburg Register, 29 September 1 83 6 .
55 Jacob Young, A utobiography of a Pioneer (Cincinnati, 1 8 57), 243-245 ; i n Sparks, O n Jordan 's
Stormy Banks, 3 7-3 8 .
56 United States Census, 1 8 1 0 - 1 840.
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had the ubiquitous vices associated with pioneer boomtowns, populated by large numbers
of single men who looked only to make the big score in cotton. When these young men
arrived in town they spent much of their time in the Kangaroo, an area of Vicksburg that
housed all manner of vice purveyors : gamblers, tippling houses and prostitutes. "Its card
dealers, whores, and bar-room brawlers were notorious throughout the lower Mississippi,
Only Natchez' ' Under-the-Hill' was more famous." 57
Returning to the question of turnover in Vicksburg churches, there is less class
conflict preventing community growth than cultural conflict. The demographic mix of
exceptionally wealthy plantation owners and exceptionally rowdy transient labor is not a
fertile environment for religious expansion. To this end it is little wonder that religious
communities in the area had difficulty retaining the services of their clergy. One might
even start to ask why it is anyone ever accepted an assignment to work there in the first
place .
Benevolence, Reform and Voluntarism in Vicksburg

As seen earlier in Reverend Moore ' s eruption against the "rowdies," relations
between boom-towners and the finer citizenry occasionally erupted into violence. The
worst of these episodes occurred in 1 83 5 and 1 837 between the citizens of Vicksburg and
transient retail flatboatsmen and gamblers. The 1 83 5 incident occurred when a drunken
gambler interrupted a Fourth of July picnic, which caused a shoot-out that killed six
people . 58 In 1 83 7 violence was averted just in time during a dispute over retail flatboats
along the city riverfront. In each of these cases the local militia were called out to quell

57 Morris, "Town and Country in the Old South," 3 1 0.
58 Vicksburg Register, 6 August 1 83 5 .
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the disturbance. 59 Due to the use of militia in putting down these disorders and the
subsequent chartering of secular voluntary associations to deal with them, Christopher
Morris assumes a lack of voluntary organizing in Vicksburg :
The voluntary societies of this southern town deviated from those of Northern
towns that historians have taken as the norm . First, men completely dominated
Vicksburg ' s voluntary societies .

Women were absent even from the reform

societies that they were so actively involved in elsewhere, most specifically
temperance organizations and orphan asylums . . . until 1 85 0 when several Vicksburg
women organized the ladies Benevolent Association, a club that did not last the
decade . . . Secon d , local churches did not actively participate in the town ' s reform
associations.

The pastor of the Presbyterian Church for example, spent some

Sunday afternoons preaching to men at the docks, although to an apathetic
audience. 60
However, such a claim is not altogether true, as many of the churches in
Vicksburg maintained their own voluntary associations through their denominational
connections . So while there is n o evidence of local auxiliaries of national benevolence
associations maintaining a stable presence in Vicksburg, locally based religious
organizations made efforts nonetheless. For example, by 1 85 0 the Baptists, Methodists
and Episcopalians had all opened religious bookstores or set up auxiliaries to
denominational tract societies in Vicksburg for the diffusion of the Gospel to wider
audiences. 6 1 All denominations also had some form of periodical, in which subj ects of

59 Morris, "Town and Country in the Old South," 30 8-3 1 0 .
60

Ibid, 3 1 8 .
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moral importance were often central. In 1 85 3 (too late to stop the riots of 1 83 5 ) the
Protestant Episcopal newspaper The Church Herald included a hypothetical conversation
between a woman and the rector of her parish over the subj ect of gambling. In it the
woman asked if playing such games were permissible if money were not wagered to
which the minister replied: "It is its universal tendency to draw from their homes and
business into the suburbs of the city, a promiscuous multitude; and when thus assembled,
who can deny that it affords the most favorable opportunity for the practice of every
species of licentiousness?" The rector went on

to

regret urban life for indiscriminatly

mixing classes of gentlemen, gamblers, youth, profligate women and irresponsible
spendthrifts.

62

Benevolent reform organizations were created during the nineteenth century in
order to solve many of the problems associated with growing urban societies.

Yet,

although Vicksburg had many problems, there seems to have been little in the way of
reform activity. Temperance is the one exception. Vicksburg ' s temperance society was
established in the early 1 83 0s. It associated itself with the state temperance society, and
held regular meetings throughout the succeeding decades. As a popular topic of reform,
local newspapers regularly ran columns that addressed the issue of temperance,
particularly in the 1 83 0s, when Vicksburg tried to shed its seedier frontier attributes. The
apex of the temperance movement seems to have been around 1 83 6 when the state
temperance society met in nearby Port Gibson. Throughout the year the editor of the
weekly Vicksburg Register, published long editorials on the subject warning of the dire
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The [Protestant Episcopal] Church Herald, 1 852- 1 856; James R. Pierce, ed., "The United
Methodist Church in Warren County, Mississippi. 'The City Churches of Vicksburg,"' J.B . Cain Archives,
Millsaps College, 76.
62
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consequences of intemperance. Included among these warnings was a story entitled the
"Favorite Son,'' purported to be from the court of common pleas in New York, but with
no reference as to which periodical published it first. The story told of a father and son
who enj oyed drinking together on occasion; during one such episode the son "maim [ed]
and disfigur[ ed] the person of his father,'' for which he received three years in the
.
63
pemtentrnry.
•

In addition to the temperance crusade that gripped much of the nation during the
antebellum period, the South struggled with the regional issue of dueling. Being in the
Deep South, "affairs of honor" were not uncommon in Vicksburg and the suITounding
region. In addition to local duels, the local press also publicized those fought elsewhere
in the country, from as far away as California.

64

Although the editor of the Whig

published the sensational accounts of duels throughout the country, he also printed
pointed attacks on the custom and tho se who failed to enforce laws that banned the
. 65
practice.
Concerns over gambling were also raised by reformers and publishers, but to

a

far

lesser degree than temperance and dueling. Part of the reason for this may be that while
considered a problem among the lower classes of society, gambling was among the
accepted habits of the well-to-do . In one instance an article condemning in general the
practice of gambling was published on the same page as an advertisement for an

63 Vicksburg Register, 12 May 1 83 6 .
6 4 Vicksburg Whig, 1 9 October 1 85 9 .
65 I n the 1 7 November 1 85 8 issue o f the Vicksburg Whig the editor criticized the legislature which
would soon take up debate on a bill that would weaken anti-dueling legislation previously passed. The
editor quipped that the law in question should be stricken from the books based on the fact that it was rarely
enforced.
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upcoming horse racing meet at the Union Turf grounds in Warren County. 66 Gambling
among the lower classes was seen more as a public safety issue than a moral one, and
based on past events, the disturbances of 1 83 5 and 1 83 7, not an irrational assumption . A
year after the July 4th disturbance caused by gamblers in Vicksburg, an editor of the
Mississippi Christian Herald stated that Vicksburg was a desirable destination for an

honest man but warned that it could "not be recommended to gamblers and blacklegs." 67
Desp ite the violent response to rowdy gamblers in 1 83 5 , and again in 1 837, the gambling
problems persisted throughout the antebellum era.

In response to concerns over

gambling among the lower classes, and likely the m ixing of gambling with drinking, the
town established

a

voluntary police force to curtail these activities and those that might

accompany them. 68
The propensity

for creation

of denominational

rather than

ecumenical

benevolence associations is curious and deserves some attention, as it is divergent with
the practices of other southern states . In Tuscaloosa County, Alabama, a town of roughly
comparative size and regional importance, historian John Quist found there existed
significant support for benevolent reform in conj unction with both national and local
societies across the evangelical spectrum. 69 Lack of participation at the national level in
such activities among evangelicals in Vicksburg, and Mississippi as a whole, indicates
that another layer of class differential probably existed within the religious community
there. As we have seen, evangelical religion created cause for concern among the elite
66
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classes due to its ideas of egalitarianism among congregants. Confrontations between
elites and evangelicals illustrated that the ideology being expressed was perceived as a
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threat to the existing social order predicated on deference and social hierarchy and was
offering a "counter-culture with different measures of worth and status." 70
An analysis of the individual churches in Vicksburg and their membership shows
that choice of denomination among the evangelicals may have been as much about class
as it was theology. Analyzing the membership numbers of evangelical churches in the
state of Mississippi, a pattern of hierarchy comes into focus with the Presbyterians
squarely on top of the pyramid, accounting for only six and one half percent of the
evangelical population.

At the next level are the Baptists with almost thirty-eight

percent, and forming the base are Methodists with nearly fifty-six percent of the
.
evange 1.1ca 1 popu 1 atlon. 7 1
This pyramid of membership correlates with the findings of Christine Leigh
Hyerman in her discussion o f education among evangelical ministers. The Presbyterians,
who required more education of their ordained ministers, attracted a more educated and
therefore wealthier congregation.

Baptists, who required limited education and who

elected m inisters from within their congregations on the basis of merit, attracted a less
discriminating, yet still slightly educated congregation of middle class artisans. At the
base, Methodists required no education, just merely a desire to j oin the itinerant ranks and
possibly become a minister, and therefore appealed to the more populous lower middling
and lower classes. When looking at thi s next to the total statewide property holdings of
the three denominations, Presbyterians and Baptists held a disproportionately large
70
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amount of property, each just over thirty percent, indicating a greater degree of wealth
.
among th eir congregations.
.
72
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Rather than having the democratizing effect intended in evangelical theology,
evangelical Protestant denominations in Mississippi drew their membership to a great
extent from specific socio-economic class levels. Knowing this, it is thus reasonable to
conclude that at least part of the reason for Vicksburg' s lack of ecumenical reform
societies and the prevalence of denominational reform efforts, is partly rooted in the class
model depicted by Morris and Sparks. Hence only in matters of extreme emergency,
such as the anti-gambling riots and flatboat uprising, did the town residents rise up as

a

whole to suppress what ailed them. And it is telling that the means by which they did so,
a militia, was inherently hierarchical . Despite the embarrassment of the vice district to
the north of town, there is no evidence that the residents of Vicksburg attempted to
petition the legislature for increased penalties or enforcement.

Rather than enlist

government power like their counterparts in Natchez, where attempts to subdue vice were
passed through the state legislature, when Vicksburg residents grew impatient with their
city, they repaired problems on their own, be it gambling or excessive numbers of
flatboats.
Conclusions

Compared to Natchez, the lack of ecumenical benevolent reform societies in
Vicksburg is again no surprise. While national reform movements did attempt to make
inroads into Mississippi through Natchez, their attempts were by and large frustrated by
incurable apathy among the population there. Both the American Bible and American
72 United States Census, 1 85 0 . Churches in the United States. Statewide value of church property
for the three denominations equaled $6 10 , 1 42, of which, $ 1 83 ,695 belonged to the Presbyterians $ 1 86, 1 92
belonged to the Baptists and $240,265 belonged to the Methodists.
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Tract Societies established auxiliaries there during their formative years, and received
luke-warm receptions at best. Each annually lamented the religious destitution in the
southwest and the need for increased vigor in their campaigns there. But year after year
each failed to achieve the spark of interest desired. And so it was in Vicksburg, where no
attempts were made at even establishing auxiliaries, and from whence few if any
ministers can be found on membership rolls.
On the surface the situation found in Vicksburg differs little from that in
Rochester, New York, during the same period, as illustrated by Paul Johnson in A
Shopkeeper 's Millennium.

73

Both cities grew out of formerly isolated agricultural

environments to become major regional ports for the distribution of regional staple crops.
Additionally, class conflicts erupted in both municipalities pitting sedentary citizens of
the upper and middle classes against raucous transient workers. However, in the case of
Rochester, a single year of revival work by Charles Grandison Finney alleviated the
problems associated with class disorder, and established evangelical religion as the norm,
while at the same time in Vicksburg class issues escalated into violence on multiple
occasions.
•

.
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Christopher Morris ' dissertation, "Town and Country in the Old South : Vicksburg
and Warren County, Mississippi, 1 77 1 - 1 860," asserts that the culturally and socially
powerful of Vicksburg had difficulty dealing with the problems associated with the rapid
urbanization that had turned the city into

a

maj or commercial hub, especially the

fluctuating transient population. However, rather than turning to evangelical religion and

73 Paul E . Johnson, A Shopkeeper 's Millenium: Society and Revivals in Rochester, New York,
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1 978), 95 .

1 8 1 5-183 7

74 Ibid.
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the reform movements associated with it, the city fathers attempted to introduce into the
city the kind of plantation style patriarchy to which they were accustomed. Instead of
benevolent reform and moral suasion the urban elites created secular voluntary
associations to cope with the issues as they arose : the militia and temperance societies in
1 83 1 ; the anti-gambling society in 1 834; and the anti-dueling society and Sons of
Temperance in the latter 1 830s. 75
One major difference between Vicksburg and Rochester is the appearance of a
revival in Rochester, while in Vicksburg the practice had been largely discontinued.
Randy Sparks states that, "revivals and camp meetings fueled religious expansion in the
cession lands [in northern Mississippi] . The camp meeting movement had subsided in
southern Mississippi, but the conditions that had fed the movement two decades earlier
were present on this new frontier." 76 There is little evidence that the revival movement
ever took off in Vicksburg.
1t is

not

as if the citizens of Vicksburg were unable to establish organized

institutions for the betterment of their community . Within twenty years of the town being
established, Vicksburg had grown to become a commercial center for the central portion
of Mississippi . Strongly motivated citizens had established banking houses, commercial
enterprises for processing and shipping cotton, and a railroad which itself was a point of
distinction among southern cities. While the commercial aspects of Vicksburg surged
ahead, cultural institutions suffered, or were just left undeveloped. By the time the first
rail cars of cotton were arriving in Vicksburg, only three of the mainstream Protestant
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denominations had established functioning congregations.
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Without an infrastructure

within which to work, evangelicals could not have hoped to build any sort of a revival.
In essence, with the camp movement stillborn the chances for a Rochester style
solution to the problems of urbanization and class conflict were remote in Vicksburg.
Having surpassed the egalitarian perfection o f the pioneer days decades. before, the
population of Vicksburg had stratified in all walks o f life, professionally, religiously, and
most importantly economically. With a vast majority of the population having arrived
from the Old South slave states, a strong culture of democracy, southern honor and
deference had embedded deeply in the soil of the Mississippi delta that evangelical
benevolence could not uproot.
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Chapter IV
Conclusion

The religious history of the frontier cities of Natchez and Vicksburg should be
evaluated at two levels. F irst among these is an organizational critique of the methods
used by the incoming religious institutions in building their followings.

Without the

churches in particular there would have been little hope of establishing the benevolent
reform organizations customarily associated with the Second Great Awakening . Second
is the milieu into which religious institutions were moving.

The social, cultural and

economic circumstances of the people who would fill the pews and collection plates are
important to understanding what importance they placed on religion and church
attendance .
Throughout the period encompassing the Second Great Awakening, Natchez grew
by nearly two hundred percent and Warren County, in which Vicksburg is located by,
over thirteen hundred percent. Yet during this same period, church membership in the
same areas was very small, only fifteen to twenty percent of the population. As a result
of the small church-going populations, benevolence and reform efforts faltered. This did
not prevent national benevolence organizations like the American Bible Society and
American Tract Society from establishing local auxiliaries. However, they did so largely
because of the preeminent size and social and political importance of the cities rather than
on preexisting local interest.
In order to evaluate and analyze the impact of the Second Great Awakening in
Natchez and Vicksburg, there must be a standard

of measure

for judging the successes or

failures of the institutions involved. One standard is the time it took the evangelical
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churches involved to become permanently established in the communities. Religion is
among the most basic elements of culture ; therefore the establishment of religious
institutions is among the first goals in building the cultural identity of a city.

If

evangelical Christianity were of great importance to residents of Natchez and Vicksburg,
then it would show in sustained church development from the earliest times.
As we have seen, the establishment of sustainable evangelical Christian churches
in Natchez and Vicksburg occurred over the course of many decades.

Missionaries

arrived in Mississippi soon after the Spanish handed over control of the region to the
United States . Between 1 799 and 1 806 missionaries who represented all of the maj or
American denominations had been dispatched, or relocated on their own to the Natchez
region. Despite their early arrival, the missionaries did not establish sustainable churches
in Natchez; at the time, the only maj or city in Mississippi. There it took almost two
decades to do so when the Presbyterians finally did in 1 8 1 7 . The Methodists followed
the Presbyterians six years later, and finally the Baptists in 1 837, thirty-one years after
their first missionaries arrived and established the Mississippi Association.
Parish building followed a similar pattern at Vicksburg where missionaries and
itinerant ministers were among the first arrivals to the city the Reverend Newitt Vick' s
family founded in 1 8 1 4 . There Methodists were again among the first to move into town.
but it also took them almost a decade to establish a church, and over fifteen years to
become a locally staffed church rather than a stop on a circuit. The other evangelical
Protestant denominations followed, first the Presbyterians, and again the Baptists were
the last to arrive.
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How the evangelical churches went about attempting to establish themselves
during the Second Great Awakening is important to understanding their early failures in
The Baptist and Methodist churches '

antebellum Mississippi ' s two largest cities.

methods i n particular did not work well i n building the religious communities of Natchez
and V icksburg. Itinerant preachers were sent from d istant conventions or conferences to
the Mississippi Territory to establish churches if possible, or to establish preaching
circuits. Their heavy reliance on the use of circuit riding preachers for spreading their
denominations placed Baptists and Methodists at a distinct disadvantage to their more
conservative counterparts as it left embryonic communities unattended for much of the
year. Itinerants were like traveling salesmen, with assigned regions in which to work.
The ministers enjoyed varied levels of success throughout the state, but their presence
was appreciated least in Natchez and Vicksburg where the populations had little interest
in what they were selling.
pleaded

In an 1 852 article, the Baptist Home

& Foreign Journal

for:

[A] ministry to [be] sustained at great expense - an expense which cannot be met by
the churches already existing in most of our cities.

,

How is it possible for our

denomination in New Orleans, Nachez [s ic] Vicksburg, and many similar places, to
maintain at present a popular, qualified ministry? 1
The tested method of itinerancy that worked so well in rural areas proved ineffective in
the cities of Natchez and Vicksburg.

While ministers were away there were ample

worldly amusements available to residents of these cities. This resulted in converts being
lost again, either to other denominations or personal concerns while others were lost all
together when they "backslid" when tempted by the cities' prevalent vice.
1

(Richmond, VA) Home & Foreign Journal, 1 July 1 85 2 .
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Missionaries from the Baptist and Methodist churches blamed their lack of

1

success in the region on the distance and difficulty of travel in the region, and remaining

I
I

!
I

in contact with the larger national church .

In their 1 8 1 4 addres s to the Tennessee

Conference, to which the whole Methodist Church in Mississippi belonged, their
delegation wrote :

I

Our situation is peculiar. Cut off from immediate connection with our brethren of
the Tennessee Conference, our business is transacted by them with great difficulty
or left unattended to . . . our representation in the Tennessee Conference was very
imperfect in every part, and in some item s of great importance to the work in this
country - as the admission of young men on trial, etc . - entirely neglected.

2

The problem of attending annual conference proceedings led the Missi ssippi church to
withdraw from the Tennessee Conference the next year. While this move was expedient
in allowing greater self-governance, it did nothing to stabilize the circu its on which
Methodist mini sters labored.

Circuit tenure remained one year on both the Natchez and

Vicksburg circuits throughout the antebellum period.
Indeed, missionaries to Mississippi had to endure hardships of geography due to
their distance from the established institutions of their national church.

However, those

ministers assigned to Natchez and Vicksburg were not so disconnected from the rest of
the nation as their colleagues in the upcountry regions who lacked the resource o f a
veritable highway in the Mississippi River.

Much of the diffi culty associated with their

work had more to do with organizational decisions their denominations made with regard
to the quantity and characteristics of the missionaries sent.

1814

This is particularly true

2 Address sent to the Tennessee Conference by the Mississippi Conference dated
in John G. Jones, A Complete History ofMethodism, 3 1 7-3 1 8 .
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among the Methodists.

In appointing ministers to the Natchez Circuit, and the

Mississippi Conference in general, the Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church adopted the practice of only sending single itinerants due to lack of provisions for
ministers with families. Presumably this approach, along with the harshness of climate,
and their limited successes contributed to the appointees only staying for

a

year or two at

the most.
For much of the antebellum period, parishioners at Natchez and Vicksburg
churches had to build trust with a new pastor annually. For Methodists at Natchez this
continued until the 1 820s when it finally became a self-sustaining church. John G. Jones'
A Complete History of Me thodism as concerns the Mississippi Conference of the
Methodist Episcopal Church South, 1 799- 1 888

published in 1 908, gives the impression

that new itinerants to Mississippi had spent about four years honing their craft in other
parts of the Western Conference, usually Tennessee or Kentucky, and had received
"elders orders." Following their assignments to circuits in Mississippi many chose to
become parish ministers in established churches elsewhere, occasionally after another
circuit assignment outside of Mississippi. Nearly all of the itinerants also had in common
roots from the South. Missionaries to Mississippi hailed from South Carolina, Virginia,
and Maryland. Methodist Church historian John Buford Cain posits that the increase in
South Carolinians during the 1 830s came in part as a result of the Nullification Crisis.
Those ministers that did not arrive from the old Southern states usually had frontier
experience in the Western states and territories such as Ohio, Indiana, and Missouri. 3
As a result of the instability in leadership at evangelical churches, the history of
the Baptist and Methodist churches in Natchez and Vicksburg is one of many starts and
3

Jones, A

Complete History ofMethodism as Concerns the Mississippi Conference, 362.
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stops. Churches were established, then dwindled, boomed for short periods of time, then
went into sustained periods of dormancy . In both cases, it would not be until the late
1 820s and 1 830s before both set permanent roots in these cities. For Natchez this was
several decades after it had been ceded to the United States, and Vicksburg ten to twenty
years after its founding.
Compared to the more evangelical Methodist and Baptist churches, the
·

Presbyterian and Episcopal churches at Natchez and Vicksburg were able to establish
sustainable parishes more quickly.

Both denominations worked within

a·

more

hierarchical structure than those organized by the Baptists and Methodists. 4 Furthermore,
the parishes they established were the result of grass roots support among the laity, who
banded together and formed congregations, then called ministers to their service.
Much of the preceding analysis has been an organizational critique of traditional
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I
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religious institutions, the churches of Natchez and Vicksburg . In addition to the churches
themselves,

the

social milieu of the cities must be taken into account in analyzing the

Second Great Awakening and its effect on Mississippi' s urban frontier.
In areas open to migration, who settled a region had a great deal to do with how
quickly and successfolly they were able to establish religious roots. In comparison to the
upcountry regions, emigrants settling in Natchez and Vicksburg were of heterogeneous
origins, with far different aims than their rural counterparts. Those moving to these cities
were often young males looking to strike it rich in the booming cities of the cotton
kingdom . Those that arrived to stay were professionals: lawyers, brokers and tradesmen,
4

For an in-depth study of evangelical churches and their educational standards, see : Nathan 0.

The Democratization ofAmerican Christianiry (New Haven : Yale University Press, 1 9 89); Christine
Leigh Heyerman, Southern Cross: The Beginnings of the Bible Belt (New York : Alfred Knopf, 1 997);
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University Press, 1 980)
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with little interest in anything but business. Natchez and later Vicksburg were centers of
trade for their surrounding regions; therefore they also had significant transient
populations for much of the year, especially around harvest time .

Boatmen from

throughout the Mississippi valley made frequent stops in these cities to load and unload
cargoes before continuing down river to New Orleans, the terminus of their j ourney.
Like the would-be professionals who settled permanently at Natchez and Vicksburg, the
boatmen were also overwhelmingly young, single and male, with all the accompanying
visceral desires. Between 1 8 1 0 and 1 840, more than sixty percent of Natchez population
was male.

This population was much less likely to attend to spiritual matters than

females. Again, as Bode noted, "indeed, by the 1 850s if males were not caught by the
church in their teens and early twenties, that is, before they escaped the domestic
influences of their youth, it was doubtful whether they would ever be caught at alL" 5 In
these cities, teeming with young men, vice districts grew at a faster pace than religious
institutions. Young males frequented grog shops, taverns, and houses of gambling and
prostitution.
Commoners were not the only transient members of the population. Many in the
highest echelons of society also split their time between homes in Natchez and Vicksburg
and plantations in the surrounding countryside, many of which were in Louisiana. In
addition to managing multiple plantations, these land barons often accompanied their
crop down river to New Orleans, presumably to ensure the best price for their cotton.
The

commercial

culture

of Natchez

and

Vicksburg

certainly

affected

Evangelicals' ability to set strong toots in these communities . As historian Franklin Bode
observed, "evangelicals adhered to standards of piety that stood at odds with competing
5 Bode, "The Formation of Evangelical Communities in Middle Georgia," 724.
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traditions such as manly honor and that promoted the discipline required of a market
society."
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As centers of commerce and politics, the populations of N atchez and

Vicksburg were more interested in building capital than churches. Business came first,
followed by pleasure. Natchez had a bank eight years before the first pennanent church
had been built.

7

The preoccupation with commercial concerns stunted the growth o f

religious institutions a n d created a self-perpetuating cycle o f secularism in Natchez and
Vicksburg.
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Class is a popular category of investigation for social historians.

Many have

found that it is the chief contributing factor to the Second Great Awakening. In looking
at the religious h istory o f Natchez and Vicksburg, as in Rochester, New York, Alabama
and Mississippi,
communities.
standing.

class

distinction also

affected the

gro\\>1h

of churches

in these

In both towns denominational membership was in part based on social

Each church, whether intentionally or not catered to and were popular with

certain levels of the social h ierarchy. Looking at the gro\\<1h of churches in Natchez and
Vicksburg through the lens of c lass, the denominations that succeeded the earliest, the
Presbyterians and Episcopalians, were those preferred by the upper m iddle and elite
classes of society ; those that faltered, the Baptists and Methodists, were preferred by the
lower classes.

This translates into success through capital, which allowed for the more

richly supported churches to build buildings, pay m inisters and ultimately rooted them
more strongly in the community.

6

Bode, "The Formation of Evangelical Communities in Middle Georgia," 747.

7 The Bank of Mississippi was established at Natchez in 1 809, and the Presbyterians who were the
first to build a sustainable parish with full time clergy opened in 1 8 1 7. A second commercial bank opened
in 1 83 1 , predating the permanent Baptist Church in Natchez by six years.
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Not surprisingly, there were of course the base vices of alcohol, ladies of ill
repute, and gaming associated with the Kangaroo and Under-the-Hill districts, but those
were of interest to the lowest levels of society, transients and the like who were unlikely
in any event to be found spending their Sundays in church anyway. Secular amusements
abounded and transcended class distinctions at Natchez and Vicksburg, in addition to the
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draw that commercial enterprises and political theater had on the cities. But the rich also
were not impervious to the temptation of vice, and engaged in the same amusements,
although among different company.

Gambling on horses was

a

favorite pastime in

Natchez, where the Pharsalia race course hosted events throughout the winter season.
Voluntary associations were . also a common distraction among the upper classes of
society who filled the ranks of the Masons, the Sons of Malta, and various philosophic
societies.
As churches became established in the communities of Natchez and Vicksburg,
benevolent organizations, local and national began to arrive.
Natchez and Vicksburg diverged.

It is in this area that

Although both cities were of great importance

throughout the antebellum period, only Natchez received the attention of the national
benevolent reform organizations closely associated with the Second Great Awakening.
Two maj or national religious reform organizations established themselves in
Mississippi, the American Bible Society and American Tract Society, both of which
placed their flagship auxiliaries for the state in Natchez. From there, each spread out
across the state where secondary auxiliaries at the county and local level were established
by local patrons. By the close of the antebellum era, there were twenty-seven societies
auxiliary to the American Bible Society, and four societies auxiliary to the American
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Tract Society in the state of Mississippi.

Strangely, none of these were located in

Vicksburg or Warren County. Further, the city of Vicksburg, which by the 1 840s had
surpassed Natchez in statewide importance, is not mentioned at all in their annual
reports. 8

I
I

the height of the popularity of their national organizations .

I

Natchez, what few there were, came mostly from the ranks of active and retired

I
I
I
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Membership rolls of the Mississippi Tract and Bible Societies were small during
Those members from

Presbyterian and Episcopal ministers in the area, and no one from Vicksburg joined at all.
The lack of interest in the American Bib le Society and American Tract Society
cannot be attributed to a lack of interest in voluntary associations. As was stated earlier,
both cities had active clubs and societies of secular origin that ranged from fraternal
Masonic Lodges to theater and arts societies. Nor were the residents of Natchez and
Vicksburg above joining societies with benevolent ends as both towns had local
organizations for tending to the poor and orphans, as well as temperance and anti-dueling
societies.

Furthermore, the roots of the American Colonization Society were from

Mississippi, and in particular Natchez. 9
Why then did the most powerful of Second Great Awakening reform societies
only receive intermittent and overall minor support from M ississippi ' s maj or cities? Part
of the answer may lie in the association of these societies with the Presbyterian Church.
The membership rolls of the American Bible Society and the American Tract Society list
twenty-five members from Natchez and none from Vicksburg.

Of the names listed

8 American Bible Society, Annual Reports of the American Bible Society (New York: American
B ible Society Press, 1 8 1 6- 1 860); American Tract Society, A nnual Reports of the American Tract Society
(New York : American Tract Society Press, 1 827- 1 8 60).
9

Sparks, On Jordan 's Stormy Banks, 72-73 .
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whose denominational preference could be identified, nineteen of the twenty-five were
members of the Presbyterian Church. The other six were ministers in their particular
denominations, Episcopalian and Methodist. The absence of any Baptists from this list
reflects their distrust of all ecumenical, national organizations.

Thus the Mississippi

Baptist Association organized committees that pursued the same ends as the Tract and
Bible Societies, only with the further goal of conversion to the Baptist Church, not the
broad ecumenical ideal of evangelism associated with the national societies. 1 0

Some

non-Baptist groups also became auxiliary to the Mississippi Baptist Convention Tract and
B ible Society, possibly due to denominational or sectional mistrust.

Included among

them was the Adams County (the location of Natchez) B ible Society. 1 1
The frontier was full of uncertainty and uncontrollable circumstances, yet the
settlers in Natchez and Vicksburg did not tum to religion as a source of communal
strength during the antebellum period, despite the surge in religion occurring around
them locally and nationally. Not until their cities were well established economically and
commercially did each begin to build a religious infrastructure.
The rampant vice and sin that occurred in both towns did not push the more pious
residents to establish or hold town-wide revivals. Certainly there were those who were
offended by the depravity that occurred around them, and their voices were heard in
articles by, and letters to, the editors of city newspapers. However, the actions of that
small portion of the population did less to decrease the "evils" of alcohol consumption,
gambling, and prostitution than did the passage of time. The emergence of Mississippi' s
1 0 Mississippi Baptist Convention, Annual Reports ofthe Mississippi Baptist Convention
(Mississippi: 1 83 7- 1 83 8 , 1 84 1 - 1 843 , 1 845- 1 85 3 , 1 85 5 - 1 8 5 6)

1 1 Mississippi Baptist Convention, Annual Report of the Mississippi Baptist Convention
(Mississippi: 1 83 8), 1 9 .
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river cities from their frontier status, and the march of technology changed the
demographics of Natchez and Vicksburg. With the advent of the steamboat era and the
addition of railroads in the case of Vicksburg, transients like Kentucky flatboatmen and
inland fanners found their way to town less often, and were there for far shorter durations
than previously.
With the passage of time, the demographics of the cities matured, and balanced.
Generations settled down which ended the fluctuations in cities like Natchez and
Vicksburg. By the 1 83 0s and 1 840s multiple generations of families had established their
roots in the cities, and created a local culture that finally had time for religious
enterprises. It was only then that church memberships began to grow, and the activities
of benevolent reform organizations increased.
In his book Tipping Point Malcolm Gladwell argues that ideas, concepts, products
and the like build in the popularity over time, gaining momentum until they begin to
spread and become popular phenomena.

As one of his examples, Gladwell briefly

touches on the spread of Methodism during the Second Great Awakening. Much like
Christine Leigh Heyerman, Gladwell keys in on the itinerancy system. He argues that
John Wesley ' s use of itinerancy was a maj or reason for the overall spread of Methodism,
owing to the great number o f contacts initiated by his travels and by his continued contact
with many small groups of converts. 1 2 However, I have argued that this tipping point,
when the inertia of the movement or idea takes over, was not achieved in Natchez, and
Vicksburg, Mississippi, and Gladwell ' s formula for widespread phenomena helps to
explain this. In order for

a

concept or product to take hold in

a

given place, those being

1 2 Malcolm Gladwell, The Tipping Point: How Little Things Make a Big Difference (Boston: B ack Bay
Books, 2002), 1 72 .
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recruited must first hold the salesman, in this case the itinerant minister, in some level of
esteem .
I n Natchez and Vicksburg the populations were largely middle- and upper-class in
employment and education.

Both cities were dominated by plantation owners and

professionals such as lawyers and commercial brokers . Conversely, the itinerants were of
more meager stock and in the early stages of establishing themselves as ministers. It
would have been a significant roll reversal for the leaders of society to follow and submit
to a social inferior. This change in the social dynamic may have even been construed as a
challenge to the hierarchal social structure that ruled the South, and was strongly
entrenched in Natchez and Vicksburg. As a result, the social leaders needed to start the
trends of church attendance and evangelical piety were not converted; and subsequently
neither were large segments of the lower classes.
Overall, this speaks to the institutional structures evangelical Christian churches
used in spreading their message in Natchez and Vicksburg.

They lacked, or ignored

knowledge about the social realities of the cities. Not only did evangelicals fail to send
permanent ministers to establish their churches, but sent the wrong ministers to do so on
an itinerant basis.
This structural assessment of the evangelical movement in Natchez and Vicksburg
may be seen as a challenge to earlier arguments regarding the Second Great

Awakening

as a period of democratization fueled from the broad base of society. From a national
perspective there is ample evidence to support this claim, however, at the local level, the
social milieu cannot be removed from the discussion. Natchez and Vicksburg illustrate
that the Second Great Awakening did not have the broad impact in all places across the

10 1
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country. Even as evangelical religion grew in the areas surrounding these cities, they
remained largely secular as their residents focused on terrestrial pursuits.
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